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Abstract
The millimeter wave (mmW) band, commonly referred to as the frequency band between
30 GHz and 300 GHz, is seen as a possible candidate to increase achievable rates for
mobile applications due to the existence of free spectrum. However, the high path loss
necessitates the use of highly directional antennas. Furthermore, impairments and power
constraints make it difficult to provide full digital beamforming systems.
In this thesis, we approach this problem by proposing effective beam alignment and
beam tracking algorithms for low-complex analog beamforming (ABF) systems, showing
their applicability by experimental demonstration.
After taking a closer look at particular features of the mmW channel properties and
introducing the beamforming as a spatial filter, we begin our investigations with the ap-
plication of detection theory for the non-convex beam alignment problem. Based on an
M -ary hypothesis test, we derive algorithms for defining the length of the training signal
efficiently. Using the concept of black-box optimization algorithms, which allow optimiza-
tion of non-convex algorithms, we propose a beam alignment algorithm for codebook-
based ABF based systems, which is shown to reduce the training overhead significantly.
As a low-complex alternative, we propose a two-staged gradient-based beam alignment
algorithm that uses convex optimization strategies after finding a subregion of the beam
alignment function in which the function can be regarded convex. This algorithm is im-
plemented in a real-time prototype system and shows its superiority over the exhaustive
search approach in simulations and experiments.
Finally, we propose a beam tracking algorithm for supporting mobility. Experiments
and comparisons with a ray-tracing channel model show that it can be used efficiently in
line of sight (LoS) and non line of sight (NLoS) scenarios for walking-speed movements.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When Jagadish Chandra Bose conducted one of the first communications experiments
using electromagnetic waves at 60 GHz in 1895 [SSS98], he might have been surprised
knowing that the considerable commercial use of electromagnetic waves of the same
frequency did not occur until one century later. In fact, he already developed a working
high-frequency communications system including a spark transmitter, a coherer, a dielec-
tric lens, and horn antennas. However, radio communications since then instead focused
on lower frequencies in the range between 500 MHz and 6 GHz [RHDM14, p.5]. The
introduction of the 2nd generation of cellular communications (2G) has influenced human
interaction by providing reliable wireless speech transmission and reception over long dis-
tances using small devices. Subsequently, the 3rd (3G) and 4th (4G) generation of cellular
wireless communications concentrated on providing reliable mobile data transmission.
The advancement of communications and increasing acceptance of this technology led
to a dramatic increment of devices and users. It also caused the coexistence of several
wireless technologies, among them cellular networks, wireless local area network (WLAN),
Bluetooth and digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT), which have to
share the spectrum with broadcasting services like digital audio broadcasting (DAB)
and terrestrial digital video broadcasting (DVB-T), to name just a few of the wireless
standards.
The increasing demand for data throughput due to improved hand-held devices
was traditionally met by improving spectral efficiency using advanced signal processing
schemes to achieve high order modulation transmission, low out-of-band radiation, and
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques. Using the formula of the achievable
rate
R = B ·
Nst∑︂
i=1
log2 (1 + SNRi), (1.1)
we see that the rate is linearly dependent on the bandwidth B and on the number of
spatially separated, parallel transmitted streams Nst. The signal to noise ratio (SNR), in
contrast, has only a logarithmic influence on the rate. While the bandwidth is limited due
to the increased number of coexisting communications standards and devices, the number
25
26 1 Introduction
of parallel transmitted streams can be exploited using MIMO technologies. However,
this number is upper bounded by the rank of the individual channel matrix. Also the
achieved SNR is limited by the regulations on the transmit power and by the mobile
power sources in hand-held devices if using omni-directional antennas. Thus, nowadays it
seems that there is little scope for improvement using these methods, therefore exploiting
less congested spectrum may be necessary to fulfill future throughput demands.
Due to the availability of large portions of unused frequencies, the use of the millimeter
wave (mmW) band, defined as the spectrum between 6 GHz and 300 GHz [HGPR+16] is
regarded as one of the solutions to the shortage of bandwidth. Especially the band between
28 GHz - 73 GHz is considered to be a suitable candidate for cellular communications. For
this reason, the 5th generation (5G) of cellular communications [3GP17] reconsiders mmW
for cellular communications in the current standardization process, while the standards
IEEE 802.15.3c [IEEb] and IEEE 802.11ad [IEEa] already considered these frequencies
for the use in wireless personal area network (WPAN) and WLAN systems prior to this
development. However, the known laws of propagation of electromagnetic waves have
different manifestations at high frequencies, e.g., diffraction plays a subordinate role. Most
importantly, the free-space path loss is much higher in the range of 60 GHz compared
to sub-6 GHz frequencies. Thus, high directive antennas have to be used, which will be
demonstrated by simple link-budget calculation here.
We compare the link budget and receive SNRs for an long term evolution (LTE) signal
at 2 GHz and a mmW signal at 60 GHz center frequency at a transmission distance of D =
50 m (pico cell) assuming no to use a directive antenna. For simplicity, we just consider the
free space path loss here and leave the investigation of influences like atmospheric effects
to the later parts of the thesis. Given a maximum allowed transmit power Ptx = 23 dBm
for an LTE pico cell [v1417b], which we also use for the mmW link here for fair comparison
and a bandwidth of BLTE = 20 MHz for the LTE link and BmmW = 1 GHz for the mmW
link, the received SNRs are
SNRLTE[dB] = Ptx[dBm] − ρLTE[dB] − Pn,LTE[dBm] +Ga[dBi] = 71.6 dB, (1.2)
SNRmmW[dB] = Ptx[dBm] − ρmmW[dB] − Pn,mmW[dBm] +Ga[dBi] = 5 dB, (1.3)
where the path-losses are ρLTE = 52.4 dB and ρmmW = 102 dB, respectively for the LTE
and mmW transmission according to the free space path-loss formula [Fri46] and where the
combined gain of the transmit and receive antenna Ga[dBi] = Gtx[dBi] +Grx[dBi] is zero
for the considered case of omni-directional transmission. The thermal noise power is given
with Pn = 10 log10
(︂
B 10( −17410 )
)︂
dBm as a function of the bandwidth B. Thus, the noise
power of the LTE and mmW transmission is Pn,LTE = −101 dBm and Pn,mmW = −84 dBm,
respectively. It is self-evident that the large difference in the link budget plays a major
role for achieving high throughput. For practical system, high order modulation is used
to achieve a good spectral efficiency. Many wireless standards use quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) for transmission. In order to transmit uncoded 16 QAM at a bit error
rate (BER) BER = 10−5, the receiver needs to achieve at least a SNR of 19.4 dB [Kam08,
section 11.4.6, p.388]. While this is not an issue for the LTE link shown in (1.2), 15 dB
path loss has to be compensated for the mmW link in order to reach the targeted SNR
in our example.
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This can be achieved by using directional antennas at the transmitter and the receiver.
The gain of the antenna in the lossless case can be given according to [Bal05, p. 51] as
Gtx/rx =
4π
ΩAtx/rx
, (1.4)
where ΩAtx/rx is the beam-solid angle. For uniform linear array (ULA) arrays located along
the x-axis, the radiation intensity is equally distributed over the elevation domain, while
the radiation is concentrated only at specific azimuthal ranges. The needed antenna gain
can be achieved by the directional antenna of the base-station solely or be shared by the
directional antennas of the base-station and the user device. We follow the latter approach
because it might be easier to realize the lower gains of both antennas in practical appli-
cations compared to the necessity of realizing one highly directional antenna in practice.
Assuming idealized beam patterns for the ULA with radiation intensity solely nonzero
for an azimuthal range of φ ∈ {0, φbeamwidth}, we can formulate the radiation intensity
Fn(θ, φ) as
Fn(θ, φ) =
⎧⎨⎩1, if 0 ≤ φ ≤ φbeamwidth0, otherwise. (1.5)
Using this definition, we calculate the beamwidth from the beam-solid angle as [Bal05,
p.38]
ΩAtx/rx =
φbeamwidth∫︂
0
π∫︂
0
Fn(θ, φ) sin (θ) dθ dφ, (1.6)
and thus get a simple relation for the beamwidth in dependency on the gain as
φbeamwidth =
ΩA,tx/rx
2 . (1.7)
Assuming equal gains at transmitter and receiver Gtx = Grx, we can transform (1.3) to
Gtx/rx[dB] =
1
2 (SNRmmW,target[dB] + ρmmW[dB] + Pn,mmW[dBm] − Ptx[dBm]) . (1.8)
Using (1.4) in (1.8), we can find
φbeamwidthtx,rx = 2π
√︄
Ptx
SNRmmW · ρmmW · Pn,mmW
. (1.9)
Using a target SNR of 19.4 dB, we can see that the ideal beamwidths with no side lobes
and enabling 16 QAM mmW transmission needs to be
φbeamwidthtx = φbeamwidthrx = 68.6◦. (1.10)
Note that this is a quite optimistic calculation. Assuming a more realistic scenario with
Ptx = 10 dBm [RMG11] and an additional common noise figure (NF) of 10 dB [RHDM14,
section 5.11.1, p.324], we get φbeamwidthtx = φbeamwidthrx = 4.9◦ .
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As directional transmission becomes essential at mmW, new signal processing topics
have to be considered. First, if the direction of transmission is limited to a small angular
region, it has to be ensured that the transmitter and the receiver find a beam to point to
each other in order to establish a connection, a problem commonly called beam alignment.
Second, the support of mobility requires the ability to follow the beams according to the
trace of the movement. The related problem is commonly called beam tracking.
1.1 Contribution of this Work
Although considerable work has been carried out to solve this problem for several sys-
tem designs theoretically, practical evaluations are scarce. In this thesis, we investigate a
simple, but realistic system architecture. We develop robust beam alignment and beam
tracking algorithms from a theoretical standpoint that are suitable for the codebook-based
analog beamforming (ABF) architecture. Subsequently, we use a demonstrator with the
implemented algorithms to evaluate their performance and suitability for the targeted
application experimentally. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
◃ In Chapter 2 we give an overview of the special characteristics of the mmW channel
and evaluate possible channel models. Based on the necessity of using directional an-
tennas, we provide an introduction to the concept of beamforming as a spatial filter.
Furthermore we discuss ABF, hybrid beamforming (HBF), digital beamforming (DBF)
systems and existing beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms.
◃ In Chapter 3, we develop an optimal definition for the training signal length for each
beam pair for the beam alignment problem. First, we show that the beam alignment
problem can be interpreted as a hypothesis test. This allows us to define the train-
ing length optimally under the assumption of given channel state information (CSI).
Subsequently, we derive two heuristic algorithms to define the training length without
prior CSI knowledge. The work had been published in [KRF19].
◃ In Chapter 4, we introduce the design of the mmW testbed, which we will use in
subsequent chapters to demonstrate our algorithms experimentally. We show the design
steps and the philosophy behind the real-time demonstrator, which consists of two
nodes with ABF capabilities and is one of the first testbeds to test cellular joined
mmW physical layer (PHY) and media access control layer (MAC) layer algorithms in
real-time and closed-loop. The testbed has been designed and built as part of the EU-
funded project MiWaveS. The author contributed with the implementation of the beam
alignment and beam tracking algorithms in the demonstrator. Parts of the testbed
description have been published in [MiW17].
◃ In Chapter 5, we derive two beam alignment algorithms for ABF systems. We theoret-
ically prove the superiority over exhaustive search. Afterward, we describe the imple-
mentation of the algorithms into the testbed and prove its applicability experimentally.
These results have been published in [KCF16,KCF17,KRCF18].
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◃ In Chapter 6, we develop a beam tracking algorithm for the practical testbed and prove
by simulations and experimentally that it is working using a mounted robot in a room.
These results have been published in [KCF18].
◃ In Chapter 7 we summarize our work and show directions of future works.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals and State of the Art
In order to motivate the need for beamforming techniques, we introduce the particularities
of the millimeter wave (mmW) band in this chapter. We furthermore show appropriate
channel models, which bear account to their special features and can be used for theo-
retical investigations. Additionally, we show how the concept of beamforming and related
techniques can be used to mitigate challenging channel properties. Finally, we give an
overview of prior work related to this topic.
2.1 The Millimeter Wave Band
MmW wireless channels are distinguished from wireless channels using traditional fre-
quency bands in various aspects, making it necessary to rethink signal processing tech-
niques. The most important physical effects that play a major role in the different inter-
action of the environment with high frequency electromagnetic waves from 60 GHz to 80
GHz compared to frequencies below 6 Gz will be discussed in the following.
Path Loss. The free space path loss equation presented by Friis [Fri46] describes the
propagation of electromagnetic waves with no obstructions for line of sight (LoS) commu-
nication depending on the wavelength λ for a lossless antenna
Prx
Ptx
= GtxGrx
(︄
λ
4πD
)︄2
, (2.1)
where Ptx and Prx are the transmit and receive power, respectively, Gtx and Grx are the
linear power gains of the transmit and receive antennas compared to an isotropic antenna
and D is the propagation distance. Using the well known equation c = λf relating the
speed of light c with the wavelength λ and frequency f , it is obvious that the free path
loss is inversely proportional to the frequency squared
Prx
Ptx
∝ 1
f 2
, (2.2)
assuming that the gain of the antennas remain constant (e.g. isotropic antennas Gtx =
Grx = 1). However, this reflects only a part of the truth, since the gain of a perfectly
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matched antenna of the effective area Aantenna increases with increasing frequency, as
shown in [RHDM14, section 3.2, p.102], [Fri46],
Gmax = Aantenna
4π
λ2
. (2.3)
Thus it becomes clear that the path loss is related proportional to the square of the
frequency for constant aperture areas Aantenna,tx and Aantenna,rx of the transmitter and
receiver, respectively,
Prx
Ptx
= f
2Aantenna,txAantenna,rx
c2D2
. (2.4)
Using (2.2), it can be concluded that the free space path loss of the mmW band is some
order of magnitude larger than in traditional frequency bands when omni-directional
antennas are considered. Hence directional antennas have to be used to compensate the
path loss. When considering the same physical aperture area, the path loss deficiency can
be even over-compensated in the mmW band as the antennas of the same physical size
have a naturally larger gain at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies [HGPR+16],
as shown in (2.4). Nevertheless, it has to be considered that the antennas still suffer from
losses, for example insertion loss and impedance mismatch. Experimental works suggest
that the free space path loss does not hold true exactly in reality [RSM+13]. To give
an enhanced description for the path loss, several authors proposed a generalized log-
distance path loss model for omni-directional antennas to provide better a fit to path loss
models [HGPR+16,TNMR14,GTC+14a]. Unless otherwise stated, throughout this thesis
the omni-directional path-loss model derived in [TNMR14],
ρ[dB] = 20 log10
4π
λ
+ 10npl log10
d
d0
, (2.5)
will be used, where ρ[dB] = 10 log10 PrxPtx is the path loss and the path loss exponents are
given for LoS scenarios npl = 2.1 and npl = 3.3 for non line of sight (NLoS) scenarios and
d0 = 1m. Omni-directional antennas are assumed for this model, the antenna gain of using
an antenna array is inherently considered using amultiple input multiple output (MIMO)
channel model like that one introduced in the next section.
Atmospheric and Weather Effects. Measurements show that the molecular ab-
sorption of electromagnetic waves by the atmosphere generally increases with frequency
[RMG11]. Additionally, there are several peaks of attenuation caused by increased ab-
sorption due to resonance frequencies of molecules of the atmosphere at some frequencies
in the mmW band, for example an increase up to 15.5 dB between 57 − 64 GHz mainly
due to the resonance frequency of the oxygen molecule [RHDM14, section 3.2.2, p.107].
Additionally, the weather has a significant effect on the attenuation of electromagnetic
waves at the mmW band as the physical dimensions of the raindrops and snowflakes are
in the order of the wavelength. According to [RHDM14, section 3.2.2, p.107], the worst
case attenuation is around 15 dB/km for mmW band communications. Throughout this
thesis, we ignore the effects of atmospheric and weather-related attenuation for simplicity,
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Diffraction. While diffraction is a phenomenon that helps traditional cellular systems
to cope with NLoS scenarios, the impact of diffraction decreases with decreasing wave-
length [ZMS+13], [RHDM14, section 3.2.4, p.111]. Thus, shadowing is a more severe phe-
nomenon, and propagation of electrical waves can be modeled more precisely by optical
propagation theory. The effect of the frequency dependence of diffraction can be illustrated
by the equation of the Fresnel zones [RHDM14, section 3.2.7, p.121],
rn =
√︄
nλD1D2
D1 +D2
=
√︄
ncD1D2
f(D1 +D2)
, (2.6)
where rn is the radius of the nth Fresnel zone, λ is the wavelength of the plane wave,
and D1 and D2 are distances between transmitter and obstacle and obstacle and receiver,
respectively. The first Fresnel zone is a circle around the LoS path representing the zones
where still energy can be transmitted even if the direct LoS path is blocked and no NLoS
path is available due to the path-length increase. The radius of the Fresnel zone scales with
the square root of the wavelength and is hence inverse proportional with frequency. Thus,
small objects which did not harm the LoS transmission at traditional frequency bands can
block the first Fresnel zone at mmW frequencies completely. This can be illustrated by a
simple example. Consider a LoS radio connection of 100 m and an obstacle blocking the
LoS path directly in the middle, i.e. in 50 m distance from both transmitter and receiver.
According to [PHAH97], 60% of the first Fresnel zone has to be unobstructed in order
to receive some meaningful signal. Using (2.6), an obstacle of 0.24 m2 is able to obstruct
the a 60 GHz connection, while an obstacle of 7 m2 is needed to cut off a 2 GHz radio
transmission.
Reflection and Scattering. As diffraction is weaker for mmW frequencies, the role
of reflection and scattering becomes dominant in the high frequency wireless channel.
Measurements [ZMS+13, AWW+13] show that, despite the large roughness compared to
the mmW wavelength, most outdoor and indoor materials are considerably reflective at
these frequencies. Consequentially, a lot of materials such as tinted glass and foliage have
a large penetration loss of more than 40 dB [RHDM14, section 3.2.5, p.112] at mmW
frequencies. The relative roughness of the materials make scattering a more powerful
effect.
The dominance of reflection over diffraction in combination with the large propagation
loss causes the mmW channel to be sparse [HGPR+16, RMRGPH15]. The effect of the
sparsity of the channel in the angular and delay domain has three main reasons.
• It is a consequence of the high path-loss that the attenuation of the energy of
the rays varies largely with different traveling distances. Thus multi path compo-
nents (MPCs), which experienced more than one reflections between transmitter
and receiver are almost undetectable due to enhanced attenuation caused by the
large travel distance compared to LoS MPCs.
• The decreased diffraction phenomenon compared to lower frequencies decreases the
number of MPCs received over NLoS.
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• The usage of directional antennas at the transmitter and receiver stimulates the
channel only in a narrow angular range. Thus, no energy is transmitted in the
direction of a large portion of possible reflectors.
The sparse nature of the channel is experimentally validated in several measurement
campaigns [HGPR+16,ALS+14].
2.2 Channel Model
In order to be able to develop algorithms for wireless communications, a channel model has
to be used which reflects reality in the crucial aspects of wireless transmission. Optimally,
the model is as complex as necessary and as simple as possible to be able to exploit distinct
characteristics of the channels algorithmically. We present common approaches of channel
modeling for mmW MIMO channels based on [Gus14]. First, we highlight the difference
between a propagation channel model and a radio channel model. The propagation channel
model describes the effect of the environment on a transmitted electromagnetic wave of
a particular frequency for a given transmitter and receiver position, without considering
the impact of the antenna. In contrast, the radio channel model describes the combined
effect of antennas and environment to the transmitted signal [Gus14, chapter 3, p. 13]. In
our investigation, we first take a look into methods of modeling the propagation channel,
before deriving a suitable radio channel model for our purpose.
Deterministic Ray Tracing Channel Model. Deterministic channel modeling ap-
proaches derive the main channel characteristics for deterministic side-specific scenarios.
One approach is to model the electromagnetic propagation by using the Maxwell equa-
tions analytically. In contrast, ray-tracing is a powerful approach for channel modeling
using some common simplifications of plane wave-based propagation. This approach is
particularly suitable for high-frequency ranges where the electromagnetic propagation be-
comes quasi-optical and can be quite accurately modeled by the reflections and scattering
of the rays. The main problem of this approach is the site-specificity, which requires to
model each channel environment separately. However, the approach is advantageous for
the interpretation of channel measurements and the confirmation of dominant phenomena
of side-specific channels in the mmW band, which can be further exploited in algorithm
design.
Stochastic Correlation Based Channel Model. A more abstract and generaliz-
ing way of modeling the channel is to reproduce the statistical behavior of the channel.
Stochastic correlation based channel models aim to model the correlation between all
transmitter and receiver antenna elements of a MIMO channel. In the general case, this
approach is often too complicated because the correlation matrix is subject to a large
number of parameters [Gus14]. For this reason, it is widely accepted to apply simplifica-
tions to the model. A common abstraction is to assume all entries of the channel matrix
to be circularly complex independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian ran-
dom variables [Fos98, Tel99]. However, this model is only precise for environments with
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large receive and transmit antenna distances and rich scattering [RS11], which is a prob-
lem for mmW outdoor communications due to the relative roughness of the surrounding
materials [RHDM14, section 3.2.6, p.119 and section 3.2.7, p.120].
Stochastic Geometry Based Channel Model. An intermediate stage between side-
specific deterministic and generalized stochastic correlation based channel modeling is
found in stochastic geometry based channel models [Gus14]. These models use stochasti-
cally placed ensembles of point scatterers to describe the channel so that it is possible to
design the parameters of the model to represent physical propagation mechanisms. Com-
pared to deterministic models, the advantage of these models is larger flexibility combined
with the ability to model essential channel properties. In this way, it is possible to model
the sparse characteristics and dependency of the angular characteristic of the channel on
reflectors by using stochastically modeled environmental scatterers. As a further benefit,
the directional transmission and reception is an inherent part of the modeling, and thus
the influence of the directional antenna can easily be considered.
Most models for the mmW band are based on the Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model,
which was originally designed to describe indoor single input single output (SISO) chan-
nels in the time-delay domain for traditional frequency bands [SV87]. It models the ar-
rival time of the paths in clusters, where the power of the clusters decay exponentially
with delay [Mol05, section 7.3.3, p.130]. This model was adapted to the angular domain
by [WJ02,SJJS00]. In [SMB01] the channel is described as a sum of several MPCs, each
assigned to a delay, angle of departure (AoD), angle of arrival (AoA) and a complex
amplitude. Most common channel models in mmW research use an extended version of
the SV model. Usually the MPCs are grouped in clusters, where the respective delay
AoD, AoA and gain being subject to large-scale propagation effects like path loss and
reflection [RHDM14, section 3.7.1.1, p. 152], often based on measurements or ray tracing
simulations. The clusters consist of several rays, which vary around the cluster-specific
parameters by different stochastically modeled distributions and are called small-scale pa-
rameters. These intra-clusters aim to model small-scale propagation effects, most notably
the important scattering phenomenon. The extended SV model is often categorized as
geometry based stochastic model [AH16,Pay17], while the work [ABB+07] classifies this
model as a non-geometric statistical model. The reason is that in the classical extended
SV model, the AoD and AoA are modeled directly by some distributions, without con-
sidering scatterers explicitly. However, this model can easily be transformed into a full
geometric based statistical model as stated below.
While the channel model for the early IEEE802.15.3c mmW standard [IEEb] mod-
els only AoD, i.e. it is a single input multiple output (SIMO) channel model, the
IEEE802.11ad [IEEa] standard models an indoor MIMO channel at 60 GHz. The large
scale parameters are calculated mainly using ray tracing, while the small scale parameters
and the amplitude are modeled by empirical distributions [Gus14]. Thus, the parameter
sets for the channel model are side specific for room types like conference room, cubicle
office environment and living room.
The QUAsi Deterministic RadIo channel GenerAtor (Quadriga) [JRB+17] and 3GPP
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model [3GP17,v1417a] are both cluster based channel models, inspired by the WINNER
model [KMH+07,KMH+]. The WINNER model uses stochastically distributed scatterers
to model the large-scale propagation effects of the channel and is capable of consider-
ing mobility by modeling Doppler spread and time evaluation of the spatial model. The
small-scale parameters are modeled statistically, while the distributions are parametrized
motivated by measurements. The Quadriga model additionally offers a quasi-deterministic
change of the channel due to the time-varying environments or mobility of the user. While
these models are quite accurate and also ensure general applicability of the model through
the random deployment of point scatterers, the complexity of designing the model is quite
high.
In the following, we use a variant of the SV model, which is extended to the AoA
and AoD domain. The propagation channel in angular-delay domain (without the effect
of the antenna [Gus14]) is described as a superposition of Mc clusters each consisting of
Mp rays, and is a function of the AoD φD, AoA φA, excess delay τ and the positions of
the transmitter xtx = [xtx, ytx, ztx]T and receiver xrx = [xrx, yrx, zrx]T [WJ02]
hp(xtx,xrx, φD, φA, τ) =
1√︂
McMp
Mc∑︂
mc=1
amc
Mp∑︂
mp=1
amc,mpδ(τ − τmc − τmc,mp)
×δ(φD − φD,mc − φD,mc,mp)δ(φA − φA,mc − φA,mc,mp)
(2.7)
where amc , τmc , φD,mc , φA,mc are the large scale complex amplitude (that includes the
effect of the path loss), delay, AoD and AoA of the mthc cluster, respectively and amc,mp ,
τmc,mp , φD,mc,mp , φA,mc,mp are the small scale deviation of the complex amplitude, delay,
AoD and AoA of the mthp ray of the the mthc cluster.
Used Channel Model. The above-described propagation channel is frequency selec-
tive. Following the discussion above, we can apply some reasonable simplifications to this
channel model:
• The severeness of the effect of angular spread is decreasing with an increasing
beamwidth of the antenna array. In our investigations, we use antenna arrays with
relatively large beamwidth (Sec. 4.2.2) compared to angular spread measurements
conducted in [SWA+13] for example. For this reason, we use the simplification of
one ray per cluster (MPC) throughout this work.
• As already mentioned, frequency selectivity is not assumed to be dominant in the
mmW channel due to the limited effect of diffraction, the high path loss and the use
of directional antennas. The sensitivity to frequency selectivity can be reduced by
the use of current modulation and equalization techniques like orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) or single carrier with frequency domain equaliza-
tion (SC-FDE). However, due to the sparse nature of the channel and limited delay
spread [RHDM14, section 3.3.1, p. 129], time domain equalization techniques may
also be used. The common approach of repeated application of a beamforming al-
gorithm to different frequency-flat subcarriers does not generate additional insight
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compared to a beamforming algorithm designed for a frequency-flat channel. Thus,
as we focus on algorithms exploiting the degree of freedom of spatial and angular
propagation in this work, we use the simplification of a common excess delay for all
MPCs and assume a single ray for every cluster.
The propagation channel model in (2.7) thus simplifies to
hp(xitx,xjrx, φD, φA) =
1√︂
ρMp
Mp∑︂
mp=1
ampδ(φD − φD,mp)δ(φA − φA,mp), (2.8)
by additionally limiting it to a 2D channel model (only azimuthal angle considered), where
we split the large scale and small scale effect of the complex amplitude into the large scale
path loss ρ, defined in (2.5) and the complex small scale amplitude of the MPCs, defined
as amp ∼ CN (0, 1) [AALH13]. Thus the expected value of the power of the channel over
the sum of all MPCs and several realizations is
E
{︂
∥h(φD, φA)∥22
}︂
= 1
ρ
, (2.9)
where ρ is dependent on the distance and defined in (2.5). The corresponding radio chan-
nel, which includes the effect of the antenna arrays, can be modeled depending on the
relative position of the transmitter and receiver antenna array elements xitx and xjrx with
respect to the array phase center (see [Gus14,PH13])
hi,j(φD, φA) =
∫︂
φD
∫︂
φA
h(xitx,xjrx, φD, φA)fi,tx(φD)fj,rx(φA)ejkx
i
txejkx
j
rxdφDdφA
=
∫︂
φD
∫︂
φA
1√︂
ρMp
Mp∑︂
mp=1
ampδ(φD − φD,mp)δ(φA − φA,mp)fi,tx(φD)fj,rx(φA)
× ejk
mp
tx xitxejk
mp
rx xjrxdφDdφA,
(2.10)
where fi,tx(φD) and fj,rx(φD) are the radiation patterns of the ith transmitter antenna element
and the jth receiver antenna element, respectively. The wave number vector in the x-y
plane is defined as
k(φ) = 2π
λ
[sin (φ), cos (φ)]T, (2.11)
as we assume plane waves in this channel model. Using the simplification of plane waves
and the narrow-band assumption (the bandwidth is significantly smaller than the carrier
frequency fBW << fc), we can simplify (2.10) to [ABB+07]
hi,j(φD, φA) =
1√︂
ρMp
Mp∑︂
mp=1
ampfi,tx(φD,mp)fj,rx(φA,mp)ejk
mp
tx (φD)xitxejk
mp
rx (φA)xjrx . (2.12)
Defining the array propagation vector for a uniform linear array (ULA) with antenna
elements spacing ds as
arx(φA) =
1√
Nrx
[︂
ek
mp
rx (φA)xirx , ... , ek
mp
rx (φA)xjrx
]︂T
(2.13)
= 1√
Nrx
[︂
1, e j2πλ ds sin(φA), ..., eds j2πλ (Nrx−1)ds sin(φA)
]︂T
, (2.14)
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and a similar expression for atx, the MIMO matrix H ∈ CNrx×Ntx consists of the com-
plex coupling coefficients between all Ntx transmitter antennas and Nrx receiver antenna
elements and thus can be given as
H =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
h1,1 ... h1,Nrx
... hi,j ...
hNtx,1 ... hNtx,Nrx
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (2.15)
=
√︄
NrxNtx
ρMp
Mp∑︂
mp=1
amparx(φA,mp)aHtx(φD,mp), (2.16)
as the AoA and AoD can be assumed to be constant over all antenna elements of the
array. An equivalent but simpler representation of the channel matrix can be given by a
product of three matrices
H =
√︄
NtxNrx
ρMp
ArxDAHtx, (2.17)
where Atx = [atx(φD,1), ..., atx(φD,Mp)] ∈ CNtx×Mp and Arx = [arx(φA,1), ..., arx(φA,Mp)] ∈
CNrx×Mp are array propagation matrices containing all Mp array propagation vectors, and
D = diag(a1, a2, ...., aMp)T ∈ CMp×Mp is the propagation path gain matrix containing all
complex amplitudes of the MPCs. In the later chapters of the thesis, we use the distance
of adjacent antenna elements to be ds = λ2 in order to avoid grating lobes. The angles
of departure φD and arrival φA are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the range of
φD, φA ∈ (−π4 , π4 ).
Time Varying Channel. The model of the channel must include time variations of the
AoAs, AoDs and path gains to model realistic cellular scenarios. Additionally, temporal
and spatial fading has to be taken into account. The most significant effects to consider
are the Doppler shift, resulting from the relative speed of the transmitter and receiver
and the change of the channel due to mobility, the change of AoDs and AoAs of existing
MPCs, the disappearance of existing MPCs due to blocking and the advent of new MPCs
due to reflections. In traditional SISO radio channel models for omni-directional antennas,
the change of the AoDs and AoAs has hardly any influence on the model, as the common
simplification of isotropic rich scattering can be applied. To model the change of the AoDs
and AoAs in a realistic way in situations where this assumption does not apply, some
geometry-based stochastic channel models (GSCMs) such as [KMH+, v1417a] propose
the fairly complex process of changing the arrangement of the scatterers. To make the
modeling as simple as possible, but still describe reality with sufficient accuracy, we follow
the approach of [HKG+14], which we explain below. We split the temporal variation of the
channel in several subsequent channel versions, called channel blocks, which we assume
to be constant for a certain channel block time. We define the channel at time instant (or
channel block time) n as
Hn =
√︄
NtxNrx
ρMp
Arx,nDnAHtx,n (2.18)
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where D = diag(an,1, an,2, ...., an,Mp)T ∈ CMp×Mp is the propagation path gain matrix at
channel block n. The temporary correlation of the channel is modeled based on [HKG+14]
Hn+1 =
√︄
NtxNrx
ρMp
Arx,n+1Dn+1AHtx,n+1 (2.19)
with
Dn+1 = c · Dn +
√
1 − c2Bn+1 (2.20)
Atx,n+1 = Atx,n(φtx + ∆φtx) (2.21)
Arx,n+1 = Arx,n(φrx + ∆φrx), (2.22)
where Bn+1 is an independent diagonal matrix with entries from CN (0, 1). The parameter
c is defined as the time correlation between the gain of the same path at channel block n
and channel block (n+ 1)
c = E
{︂
amp,na
∗
mp,n+1
}︂
. (2.23)
The time correlation coefficient between two 2D channel coefficients of subsequent timing
can be shown to follow the Jakes model under the assumption that the angle difference
between the AoAs and the direction of the velocity is uniformly distributed between 0
and π [Mol05, section 5.6, p.84]. This is the case for each channel realization (i.e., for one
defined velocity direction of the user device (UD)), if we assume to have many scatterers
around the receiver and omni-directional transmit and receive antennas. Thus the AoA
can be expected uniformly distributed in this case. As we discussed above, these are
invalid assumptions for the sparse mmW channel. However, we have two reasons to use
this simple relation also under these channel conditions for each MPC individually. First,
we can take this relation as a worst-case approximation to compute the coherence time.
Second, the uniform distribution of the difference of the AoA and direction of velocity can
be justified over several realizations of the channel, i.e., an uniformly distributed velocity
direction of the UD for each realization, which we assume at this point. Another reason
for choosing this option is the unavailability of a statistical description of the correlation
in the case of a deterministic velocity direction of the user and a sparse channel. Following
this argumentation and [HKG+14], the coefficient follows the Bessel function of the first
kind of order zero
c = J0(2πfD∆T ), (2.24)
where fD is the maximum Doppler frequency and ∆T is the channel block length. The
Doppler frequency given by fD = fcvc , where fc is the carrier frequency, v the speed of
the UD and c the speed of light. The angle variations ∆φtx and ∆φrx are uniformly
distributed in the range of U(−3◦, 3◦).
Ray Tracing Channel Model. The drawback of the described time-varying channel
model is the relatively simple parametrization, which represents reality only to a certain
extent. It is likely that the channel behaves friendlier, since the velocity direction of the
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Table 2.1: Ray tracing parameters [LLH94,PYP08]
Parameter Value
relative permittivity ϵr of granite 5.5+j 0.2
relative permittivity ϵr of glass 6.24+j 0.17
relative permittivity ϵr of plaster 3.08+j 0.055
roughness standard deviation σh 0.6 · 10−3m
receiver is doesn’t usually change randomly for every channel block. To have a simula-
tive reference for beam tracking measurements, we developed a ray tracking simulation.
Therefore, we model the room which was used for experiments described in the later
chapters. In our simulation, we focus on a one-bounce model, which means that only first
order reflections are taken into account. That is a reasonable assumption given the high
path-loss, the reflection loss and the tendency of the surface to be electrical rough and
causing scattering at the high frequencies of the mmW band. Beneficial for the modeling
is the fact that we can ignore statistical representations of the shadowing effect, solely
using optical laws for the calculations. We use the circumstance that there is precisely
one possible transmission path between transmitter and receiver using the reflection of
one specific plane. Given the position of the transmitter and the receiver, thus the AoD
and AoA can be determined analytically.
At the interface between the air and the material, the gain and the phase of the elec-
tromagnetic wave is changed. For perfectly smooth materials, this effect can be described
by the Fresnel reflection coefficients [ZVM10,Smu94,LLH94], which depend on the relative
permeability µ′ and the relative complex dielectric constant ϵr = ϵ′ + jϵ′′ of the materials.
For simplicity, we can approximate the values of the air to be µ′air ≈ 1 and ϵr,air ≈ 1.
Consequently, the reflection coefficient of the electrical field for orthogonal and parallel
polarization (with respect to the wave of incidence) is given by [Smu94]
Ro = ρs
cosα−
√︂
µprϵr − sin2 α
cosα +
√︂
µprϵr − sin2 α
(2.25)
Rp = ρs
µprϵr cosα−
√︂
µprϵr − sin2 α
µprϵr cosα +
√︂
µprϵr − sin2 α
, (2.26)
where µ′ and ϵr are the relative permeability and complex relative permittivity of the wall
material and ρs is the scattering loss factor. While we can assume µ′ ≈ 1 for all dielectric
materials, the values of the permittivity are material-specific and frequency dependent. In
our simulation, we use ϵr values taken from measurements for 60 GHz for specific materials
given in literature [LLH94], which are summarized in Tab. 2.1. For conductive materials
like iron, the permittivity is given by ϵr ≈ 1, while the permeability is usually large in the
order of µ′ ≈ 105 [Smu94], which are frequency independent values and result in Ro = −1
and Rp = 1. Due to the relative roughness of typical surfaces compared to the wavelength,
a multiplicative scattering loss factor [Smu94,ZVM10]
ρs = exp {−0.5
(︃4πσh cosα
λ
)︃2
} (2.27)
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has to be considered, where σh is the standard deviation of the roughness in meters. We
assume a standard deviation of the roughness of 0.6 mm for all materials motivated by
measurements in [LLH94] for granite at 62 GHz and remarks in [Smu94]. Additionally,
we take into account the phase shift due the total traveling distance of the MPC dmpc
pl = exp {−j
2π
λ
dmpc} (2.28)
and the Doppler shift due to the relative movement direction of the UD with respect to
the incident ray at the receiver depending on the sample distance ∆t
pD = exp {j
2π
λ
vrel∆t}. (2.29)
Thus, we calculate the AoD, AoA and complex amplitude of each ray and obtain a propa-
gation channel model. We transform these parameters to a radio channel model similarly
as done above, which we can use for our investigations by exchanging the complex ampli-
tude of each ray (all reflected rays of every plane and the LoS ray) in (2.15) with
αrel = 1/
√
ρ ·R · pl · pD. (2.30)
Note that we ignore the different time of arrival in the radio channel model for the same
reasons as mentioned above, as we investigate only analog beamforming techniques in the
following chapters. We also include the effect of the path loss to the complex amplitude
to take into account the different distance the MPC travel at our simulation.
2.3 Spatial Filtering – The Concept of Beamforming
Instead of explaining antenna array processing by the phase differences of antenna array
elements induced by a plane wave from a certain direction, we introduce the concept of
array processing as the process of filtering in the spatial domain or wavenumber domain,
respectively. This representation has the benefit that the concept of the well-known Fourier
transform can be used to relate space and wavenumber domain. Consequently, we can
interpret the wavenumber as the spatial frequency. Thus it is possible to find a beneficial
design of the array, acting as a spatial filter, which exploits the spatial characteristics of
the channel. In this section, we mainly follow the argumentation of [JD92, p. 41ff].
An electromagnetic plane wave is a function of time and space and can be represented
as
s(x, t) = exp {j(ωt− k0x)}, (2.31)
where x = [x, y, z]T is the position vector, ω0 = 2πf0 is the angular fre-
quency and k = [kx, ky, kz]T is the wavenumber vector, which becomes k =
2π
λ
[sin (φ0) cos (θ0), sin (φ0) sin (θ0), sin (θ0)]T considering the assumed case of a plane
wave. The azimuth angle is φ0 and the elevation angle is θ0. The electromagnetic wave
can be also described in dependency of a spatial frequency variable using the Fourier
transform, where the wavenumber vector k0 is the spatial frequency variable. Note
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Figure 2.1: Plane wave of direction k hits a linear aperture located at the x-axis.
that the terms spatial frequency and wavenumber are often used synonymously in the
literature. The relation between the description of the wave s(x, t) in spatial-temporal
domain and wavenumber-frequency domain is given by the multidimensional Fourier
transform over the space and time variables
S(k, ω) =
∞∫︂
−∞
∞∫︂
−∞
s(x, t) exp {−jωt+ jkx}dxdt (2.32)
s(x, t) = 1(2π)4
∞∫︂
−∞
∞∫︂
−∞
S(k, ω) exp {jωt− jkx}dkdω. (2.33)
We first assume that the wave is observed by a linear continuous aperture positioned
at the x-axis and ranging from xmin = −dcon2 to xmax = dcon2 (Fig. 2.1). The output of the
aperture can be given as
z(x, t) = w(x)s(x, t), (2.34)
where the aperture function w(x) is defined as
w(x) =
⎧⎨⎩1, ∥x∥2 ≤
dcon
2
0, otherwise.
(2.35)
Converting the wave to the space-time domain S(k, ω) and the aperture to the wavenum-
ber domain W (k), the receive signal can be represented as the convolution of the wave
equation and aperture function in wavenumber-frequency domain
Z(k, ω) = 1(2π)3
∞∫︂
−∞
W (k − l)S(l, ω)dl. (2.36)
Every wave can be reproduced by a sum of plane waves [JD92, p. 40]. A plane wave can
be represented in the wavenumber-frequency domain as
S(k, ω) = S(ω)δ(k − k0), (2.37)
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leading to a output signal of
z(k, t) = 1(2π)4
∞∫︂
−∞
∞∫︂
−∞
W (k − l)S(l, ω)dl exp {jωt}dω (2.38)
z(k, t) = s(t)W (k − k0). (2.39)
It becomes clear that the output of the antenna depends only on the aperture function
W (k) and the AoA of the wave in k0 for a given frequency.
Beamwidth. Solving the Fourier transform for the exemplary linear aperture in Fig.
2.1 gives
W (kx) =
dcon
2∫︂
− dcon2
exp {jkxx}dx (2.40)
W (kx) =
1
jkx
(︄
exp {j dconkx2 } − exp {j
−dconkx
2 }
)︄
(2.41)
W (kx) =
2
kx
sin
(︄
dconkx
2
)︄
(2.42)
W (kx) =
sin(kxdcon/2)
kx/2
, (2.43)
which reveals that the aperture function is similar to a sinc function in wavenumber
domain. The dependence of the aperture function on the direction of the plane wave can
be clearly seen by exchanging the wavenumber component of the x-axis by its definition
kx = sinφ. This reduces the problem to two dimensions, inherently assuming θ = π for
the elevation angle without loss of generality
W (φ) =
sin(sin(φ)dcon πλ)
sin(φ)π
λ
. (2.44)
Thus it becomes obvious that the width of the mainlobe depends only on the size of the
array dcon.
Sampling and Aliasing – Discrete Arrays. The relation of the aperture function
of a discrete array can be derived from the aperture function for the continuous array by
applying the spatial version of the discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT). Defining the
distance of the antenna elements as before with ds (i.e the spatial sampling period), the
aperture function of an infinite large linear array with discretized locations of the antenna
elements at the positions xn = nds is given by
W (ǩx) =
∞∑︂
n=−∞
wn exp {jǩxn}. (2.45)
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Figure 2.2: The effect of the antenna spacing to aliasing (d = 0.59λ).
Consequently, the aperture function for a linear array with finite number of N sensors
can be given as
W (ǩx) =
N∑︂
n=1
wn exp {jǩxn}. (2.46)
Similar to the definition of the time-frequency DTFT, we normalize the digital spatial
frequency by the sampling distance ǩ = kds, which ranges from −π to π. One result of
the sampling is the existence of images in the spatial frequency domain with periodicity of
ǩp = 2π. Thus the output signal z(t) is now defined by a circular convolution between the
space sampled wave function Ss(kx, ω) in wavenumber frequency domain and the aperture
function
z(k, t) = 1(2π)4
∞∫︂
−∞
π
ds∫︂
− π
ds
W (kx − lx)Ss(lx, ω)dlx exp {jωt}dω. (2.47)
As can be seen in (2.47), the mainlobe of the aperture is steered towards the direction of
the incident wave with
W (k − k0) =
N∑︂
n=1
wn exp {j(kx − k0)nds} (2.48)
which can be formulated as the Dirichlet kernel [JD92, p. 121] if wn = 1, ∀n
W (k − k0) =
sin
(︂
Nds
2 (kx − k0)
)︂
sin
(︂
ds
2 (kx − k0)
)︂ (2.49)
omitting a common phase factor. The aperture function for the continuous linear array
and thus every image of the spatially sampled ULA has infinite spatial bandwidth as can
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Figure 2.3: Performance against deflection coefficient (differential SNR).
be seen in (2.43). However, most of the spatial bandwidth consists of side lobes. As we are
mainly interested in the main lobe, the aperture function can be considered band-limited.
If a main lobe of the neighboring image interferes with the original image at the visible
range, the signal is received from two directions, which results in ambiguity. The images
cause aliasing if the spatial sampling interval ds is too large for the spatial bandwidth
(kmax − kmin) of the wave. As the wavenumber vector is defined as kx,0 = 2πλ sin (φ), the
physical obtainable range of spectral frequency is −2π
λ0
≤ kx,0 ≤ 2πλ0 . The periodicity of
the images of the aperture function W (k − k0) is kp = 2πds as seen in (2.47). To avoid the
interference of images, one image should cover the whole range of the physical obtainable
range, therefore 4π
λ0
= 2π
ds
, which results in ds = λ02 .
It is worth mentioning that the beamwidth is constant for every steering wavenum-
ber k0 in the spatial frequency domain but varies with the corresponding angle φ0 =
sin−1
(︂
kx,0λ
2π
)︂
, as can be observed in Figs. 2.3a and 2.3b. The aperture function for the
discrete array is conventionally called array factor or array pattern.
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Beamforming using a DFT codebook. The analogy between the space-wavenumber
relation using antenna arrays and the well-known time-frequency relation means that we
can apply common signal processing concepts of the time-frequency space to beamforming.
Above, we derived that the antenna spacing has to fulfill ds ≤ λ2 to avoid images in the
wavenumber domain in the visible range. Interpreting the visible range as our bandwidth,
the spatial sampling rule ds ≤ λ2 can be interpreted as spatial Nyquist sampling. To avoid
confusion, we have to take notice of the fact that the wavenumber k corresponds to the
angular frequency in the time-frequency relation.
We explain this relation by using an example. Consider a uniformly distributed linear
array at the x-axis. Thus we only have to consider one dimension of k. We define the
maximum (linear) spatial frequency of the incoming wave as ν̃max = kmax2π =
1
λ0
. According
to the Shannon-Nyquist theorem, the sampling frequency of a signal should be twice as
large as the maximal frequency of the signal ν̃s ≥ 2ν̃max and thus the antenna spacing
should be ds ≤ 2λmax . In case of a monochromatic wave, λmax = λ0 and the antenna spacing
equals the result we derived above.
Using Nyquist sampling, we know that the sampled signal can be perfectly recon-
structed in the range of the signal [PM96, p. 14]. Therefore, it is clear theoretically that
we can restore the incoming signal using the information of all the antennas of an antenna
array fulfilling the Nyquist sampling theorem. The common problem is to estimate the
direction of the incoming wave, which means we just need one parameter of the signal,
not the full reconstruction.
As stated earlier, the spatial frequency is related to the AoA. In case of a ULA on the
x-axis it applies kx = kx,0 sinφ. A straight forward way to estimate this parameter would
be to translate the information obtained by the antenna array to the spatial frequency
domain, which can be easily done by multiplying a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix to the vector of antenna signals. As the DFT matrix has full rank (and thus an
inverse operation can be applied), no information is lost in this process.
We explain this using again a ULA with N antennas. As before, s(x, t) is the signal
of the incoming wave in dependency of the space and time. Using the Nyquist spaced
antennas of the ULA at x = [0, ds, ..., (N − 1)ds], and fixing the time t = t0, the antenna
output signals can be stacked into the vector s. Applying the N-point DFT, the signal
becomes
sDFT = WDFT,N · s (2.50)
with the N-point DFT matrix using WN = exp (−j2πN )
WDFT,N =
1√
N
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 · · · 1
1 W 1N W 2N · · · WN−1N
1 W 2N W 4N · · · W 2(N−1)N
... ... ... · · · ...
1 WN−1N W
2(N−1)
N · · · W (N−1)(N−1)N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.51)
The benefit of this description is that the spatial frequency components of the signal
can be directly obtained.
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However, two (connected) phenomena complicate the full exploitation of this domain.
Treating the incoming signal as periodic, the DFT outputs a discrete spectrum with
equidistant N bins with index m and spatial frequency kx,m2π = ν̃m = m
1
dsN
= m 2
λN
in the
obtainable spatial frequency domain (the visible range). That prevents us from obtaining
the exact spatial frequency (and thus angle of arrival) of an incoming monochromatic
wave.
Second, the spatial sampling with a limited ULA acts as the application of a rectan-
gular window with the antenna signals, resulting in a convolution of a Dirichlet kernel
with the spatial frequency components. This effect is commonly called Leakage Effect and
is well investigated in the time-frequency relation. As we stated before, all information
necessary to reconstruct the signal perfectly is available after applying the DFT. The
remaining question is how to extract it from the result.
From the theory of the DFT, we can obtain the shape of the Dirichlet kernel (using
a time-shifted DFT definition of a summation over −N2 , · · · , N2 ) which causes the leakage
as [Lyo04]
X(m) = sin(πm)sin(πm
N
) , (2.52)
which can be approximated using a sinc function
X(m) ≈ N sin(πm)
πm
= Nsinc(m). (2.53)
This Dirichlet kernel is convolved with the (continuous) spatial frequency signal of the in-
coming wave and sampled at the frequency bins m. In case we consider again a monochro-
matic incoming wave, whose spatial spectrum can be described as a shifted Dirac, this
convolution gives a shifted Dirichlet kernel.
X(m,mshift) =
sin(π(m−mshift))
sin(π(m−mshift)
N
)
, (2.54)
with the index mshift = kxλ0Nπ = 2N sin (φ) corresponding to the normalized spatial fre-
quency of the signal, where the wavenumber of the signal can be obtained by kx = mshiftπλ0N .
Eq. (2.52) can thus be reformulated as
X(kx,m, kx,0) =
sin(λ0N4 (kx,m − kx,0))
sin(λ04 (kx,m − kx,0))
. (2.55)
In order to obtain the correct wavenumber kx,0 we can minimize the error between the
result of the DFT sDFT and the sampled version of the Dirichlet kernel. As the first is
complex while the latter is real, it is sufficient to minimize the error of the absolute value
min
kx,0
(|sDFT| − |X(kx,m, kx,0)|)2 . (2.56)
Due to the side-lobes this might be a non-convex problem but can be evaluated exhaus-
tively with a given precision. An example of this procedure in the time-frequency domain
is given in Fig. 2.4.
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Therefore, we showed that it is possible to estimate the spatial frequency (and thus
angle of arrival) using the antenna output signals which are processed by a DFT. As
the DFT matrix consists of phase rotations only, it can be implemented using phase
shifters in practice. The Dirichlet kernels correspond to an shifted versions of the aperture
function (2.49), with angles corresponding to equidistant spatial frequencies. However, the
application of a DFT matrix to the antenna output signals would correspond to N phase-
shifts per antenna element simultaneously. Applying the phase shifts successively leads to
a loss of the mutual phase relation of elements of sDFT in practice (due to synchronization).
Nevertheless, as the described method is only dependent on the absolute value of sDFT, it
can be still applied in the case of successive training.
However, this method has still some drawbacks. First, we explained the estimation
of the angle of arrival with only one incoming wave. Assuming multiple incoming waves,
the expression becomes more complicated, especially, as the waves may have a mutual
phase offset and the number of incoming waves has to be known for the optimization.
Second, the phases and thus the beam-shapes have to be perfect for applying this method;
otherwise, the result might not fit the Dirichlet kernel function or Sinc function. Third,
it is evident that the smaller values of sDFT might be distorted a lot due to the noise in
real-world applications. Finally, the angle of incidence of a wave might be estimated, but
this information gives no benefit in case of a DFT codebook with limited steering angles.
Therefore, it is also justified to use oversampled codebooks with more entries than
N entries. Although the same information can be obtained using a DFT codebook, it
might be more robust to the noise and imperfections of the beam-shape and allows the
exploitation of the angle of incidence by having more options of choosing a beam pointing
closely in the direction. Note that there are more sophisticated algorithms, which have a
superior performance of estimating the angle of arrival in a noisy environment by using
the antenna signals directly (e.g., MUSIC, ESPRIT [JSDM91]). However, these algorithms
need to transform each antenna element signal to the baseband and digitize it (digital
beamforming).
Formula and Relation to the Sum and Delay Beamformer. In the following
section, we show that the derived array factor is the array pattern of the well-known sum-
and-delay beamformer for a monochromatic plane wave stimulus. Following the discussion
above, we can also use (2.39) to describe the output signal of a discrete array, which is
linearly located on the x-axis for the input of a plane wave. The output signal of the array
is given by
z(t) = W (kx − k0) exp {jωt}. (2.57)
Equivalently, using (2.48), the output signal can be also given by
z(t) =
N∑︂
n=1
wn exp {j(kx − k0)nds} exp {jωt} (2.58)
z(t) =
N∑︂
n=1
wn exp {jω
kx
ω
nds⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
−∆n
−jk0nds} exp {jωt}. (2.59)
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Figure 2.4: Example of interpolating a result of a DFT using a Dirichlet kernel in the time-frequency
domain. Example use N = 16, fs = 200Hz. The unknown frequency of a complex sine wave with frequency
f = 73.8608 Hz can be obtained by minimizing the error between the absolute of the DFT of the signal
and the absolute Dirichlet kernel.
By interpreting
kx
ω
nds =
ψ
c
nds = −∆n (2.60)
as a time delay and with using the definition of the wavenumber vector x coordinate
kx = ψωc , where c is the speed of light and ψ is the traveling direction of the plane wave,
the output signal can be summarized as
z(t) =
N∑︂
n=1
wns(t− ∆n −
k0
ω
nds), (2.61)
which is the definition of the sum-and-delay beamformer, where the input signals are
delayed for every antenna element.
Spatio-temporal Filter. Until now, we considered the process of array processing as
a filtering in the wavenumber-frequency domain, which is a multiplication of the array
factor and the wave function in the spatio-temporal domain and a convolution of the
array factor and the wave function in the wavenumber domain. Another interpretation
is to consider the beamforming process as a filter in the spatio-temporal domain (which
might be obvious taking into account the structure of the sum and delay beamformer),
resulting in a convolution in the spatio-temporal domain and a multiplication in the
wavenumber-frequency domain. The corresponding formula for the continuous aperture
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would be then
z(k, t) = 1(2π)4
∞∫︂
−∞
∞∫︂
−∞
H(k, ω)F (k, ω)dl exp {jωt}dω. (2.62)
By identifying H(k, ω) = W (k − l) we get
z(k, t) = 1(2π)4
∞∫︂
−∞
∞∫︂
−∞
W (k − l)F (l, ω)dl exp {jωt}dω (2.63)
which is the same relation as (2.38). Thus these two views of the problem are equivalent.
The array factor of the linear antenna can be decomposed in vectors which will help
us to separate the influence of the direction of the incoming plane wave and the steering
of the mainlobe of the array. If we assume again that the array is located on the x-axis,
we just have to consider the x-component of the wavenumber vector. The array factor is
given in (2.48). If we assume the weights to be wn = 1 for all n, we can write
W (kx, k0) =
N∑︂
n=1
exp {j(kx − k0)nds} (2.64)
W (φ, φ0) =
N∑︂
n=1
exp {j 2π
λ0
(sinφ− sinφ0)nds}. (2.65)
The sum can also be presented using matrix algebra, which we do here for the receive
array. If we use the array propagation vector definition in (2.13) for the case of the ULA
located at the x-axis with N antennas, which describes the effect of the incoming wave
direction on the array
a(φ) = 1√
N
[︂
ej
2π
λ0
sinφ
, ... , ejN
2π
λ0
sinφ
]︂T
, (2.66)
and additionally describe the effect of the steering of the mainlobe of the array by the
steering vector
w(φ0) =
1√
N
[︂
ej
2π
λ0
sinφ0 , ... , ejN
2π
λ0
sinφ0
]︂T
, (2.67)
the array factor is given by
W (φ, φ0) = wHa. (2.68)
The array factor for a transmit array can be decomposed in a similar way.
2.3.1 Beamforming Architectures
Mostly, discrete arrays are used in the context of wireless communications because the
electrical steering of such arrays is relatively easy to realize. Especially at mmW frequen-
cies, the primary motivation for using directional antennas is to increase the effective
area of the antenna, resulting in an increase of gain. Additionally, the directionality also
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makes it possible to communicate in different directions at the same time and thus to use
the spatial resources in parallel. In the next sections, we discuss several types of system
designs for directional communications. The main difference in design lies in the number
of radio frequency (RF) chains, associated with the antenna array that determines the
possibility of parallel communications from a signal processing perspective.
Analog Beamforming. The simplest system design for directional communications is
analog beamforming (Fig. 2.5a) with one RF chain associated to the antenna and where
the signal of each antenna element is summed up after the phase shift is applied. That
corresponds to the simplified array factor at (2.65). As follows from the description of
the array factor above, the direction of the main lobe can be adapted to the direction of
an incoming wave optimally by applying a phase shift at each antenna element. Phase
shifters can be produced relatively power efficient for traditional frequencies up to 6 GHz.
Additionally, the analog beamforming system design has the advantage that not every
signal has to be converted down and sampled by the analog to digital converter (ADC) in
order to perform the steering, but can be processed in passband directly and just one signal
has to be converted down to baseband after the individual antenna signals summed up.
However, this scheme only allows the simultaneous transmission of one signal introduced
by one electromagnetic wave. Also, it is not possible to use more advanced beam patterns,
i.e., for canceling an interfering wave, which would require a non-constant amplitude factor
wn change in the array factor [VT02, p.517]. As high precision phase shifters for mmW
frequencies are costly and power-inefficient [YKZ+16], several adaptations were made to
further simplify the scheme. Several works suggest to reduce the resolution of the phase
shifters down to 1-bit [MRRGP+16] to make the implementation more effective. Another
common approach is to allow only certain directions of the main lobe, which can be
realized by fixed-wired networks as the Butler matrix. The set of all valid array steering
vectors for steering the individual antenna element phases are then called a codebook.
Hybrid Beamforming. A hybrid beamforming system (Fig. 2.5b) in contrast has more
than one RF chain, but less RF chains than the number of antenna elements, i.e. Nrf,tx <
Ntx and Nrf,rx < Nrx. Two sub-categories are existing: either the system consists of several
sub-arrays with analog beamforming, where every antenna element is connected to exactly
one RF chain after the phase shifter, or the system is designed in such a way that every
antenna element is connected to all RF chains [HIXR15]. While the latter version of the
hybrid beamforming has the disadvantage of higher complexity, it offers the usage of all
antenna elements for each beam, which significantly increases the gain and decreases the
beamwidth of the resulting beam.
The main benefit of hybrid beamforming (HBF) is that this design offers more freedom
for achieving beneficial beam patterns with non-constant weighting factors wn in (2.61)
and also generally allows the use of parallel spatial transmission with either different beams
or using traditional MIMO techniques such as spatial multiplexing (SM). Considering the
sparsity of MPC in the mmW channel, it is likely that the channel matrix H has only a
few dominant eigenvalues.
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Figure 2.5: Different beamforming systems.
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Therefore only a limited number of parallel data streams can be transmitted, which
also limits the need for RF chains. In fact, [SY15] showed that the hybrid beamform-
ing transmitter and receiver achieve the same rate as the (optimal) digital beamforming
transmitter and receiver constructed by using the common method of singular value de-
composition (SVD) of the channel matrix, if the number of RF chains for the transmitter
and the receiver is at least double the number of the data streams Nst. The number of data
streams is usually determined by the number of separable MPC Mp, i.e. 2 · Mp < Nrf,tx
and 2 ·Mp < Nrf,rx. Also for the case of Mp = Nrf , algorithms have been developed, which
achieve near the full digital optimal performance, where the optimal preprocessing and
combining, in terms of achievable rate, is defined by the left and right singular vectors of
the SVD of the channel matrix.
Digital Beamforming. If every antenna element has its own RF chain, the system is
called digital beamforming (DBF) (Fig. 2.5c). In such a system, which is used in most
modern sub 6 GHz MIMO systems, every antenna element signal is converted down to the
baseband and sampled. Thus the weighting factors wn in (2.61) and the phase shifts can be
applied directly at the digital domain, and no (analog) passband processing is necessary.
The technique offers the largest flexibility, and conventional MIMO techniques can be
used. However, down-converters for the mmW band and wideband ADCs are expensive,
power consuming and subject to impairments. Additionally, the large number of required
antenna elements at high frequencies compared to traditional cellular frequencies prohibits
the use of this system at mmW bands.
2.4 System Model
In the rest of the thesis, we use a point-to-point hybrid beamforming system model with
one transmitter and one receiver. Consider the transmitter and receiver to have each one
ULA consisting of Ntx and Nrx antenna elements, respectively. We assume for the moment
the transmitter to have N txrf and the receiver to have N rxrf RF chains. Nst parallel data
streams are transmitted. The precoding at the transmitter as well as the combining at
the receiver consists of a digital part and an analog part. The received signal y ∈ CNst×1
can be represented at sample ns
y[ns] = WHbbWHrf HFrfFbbs[ns] + WHbbWHrf n[ns], (2.69)
where Fbb ∈ CNtxrf ×Nst is the baseband precoding matrix, Frf ∈ CNtx×Ntxrf is the RF pre-
coding matrix summarizing the influence of the phase shifters, Wbb ∈ CNrxrf ×Nst is the
baseband combining matrix, Wrf ∈ CNrx×Nrxrf is the RF combining matrix and s ∈ CNst×1
is the transmitted signal vector with ∥s∥2 = Ptx, where Ptx is the transmit power and
n ∈ CNrx×1 is the thermal noise. In the rest of the thesis, we use a narrow-band channel
model introduced in (2.15). Each RF precoder and combining matrix consists of N txrf and
N rxrf column vectors,respectively, which are equivalent to the steering vectors presented
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above
Frf =
[︂
f0, ..., fNtxrf −1
]︂
(2.70)
Wrf =
[︂
w0, ..., wNrxrf −1
]︂
. (2.71)
The steering vectors are taken from a codebook of size K and L, which include all possible
steering vectors
F̃rf = {fk ∈ CNtx×1, k = 0, ..., K − 1, ∥fk∥22 = 1} (2.72)
W̃rf = {wl ∈ CNrx×1, l = 0, ..., L− 1, ∥wl∥22 = 1}. (2.73)
In the case of analog beamforming the elements of the steering vectors fk and wl will
contain only scaled phase-shifts. Equation (2.69) can be simplified to
yk,l[ns] = wHl Hfks[ns] + wHl n[ns]. (2.74)
We assume to use training signals of good correlation properties of length Ns,
{s[n1], ..., s[nNs ]}
E
{︂
ssH
}︂
= PtxINs , (2.75)
thus the correlated observation can be described as
zk,l[ns] =
s∗[ns]
|s[ns]|2
yk,l[ns]
= wHl Hfk + wHl n[ns]⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ν[ns]
,
(2.76)
where the effective noise is still Gaussian distributed with ν[ns] ∼ CN (0, σ2) due to the
analog beamforming constraints of ∥f(i)∥22 = 1Ntx , ∀i and ∥w(i)∥
2
2 = 1Nrx , ∀i.
2.5 Theoretical Prior Work
The overall goal of wireless communications is to achieve a high data rate and resilient
transmission over the air. Thus, the channel conditions have to be estimated first in order
to pre-distort (at the transmitter) or equalize (at the receiver) the signal. In sub 6 GHz
transmission systems, which use omni-directional signaling, the delay-frequency domain
was the primary domain which had been taken into consideration for estimation and
equalization. By using directional antennas in mmW communications, the spatial domain
also has to be taken into account. This section focuses on algorithms to estimate the
spatial domain of the channel and use the estimation for precoding and combining.
Beamforming, Beam steering, Beam alignment, and Beam tracking. In this
thesis, we use the term beamforming as a general term for all MIMO techniques which
rely on a physical interpretation of beams for precoding and combining. The term beam
steering is used as umbrella term for beamforming techniques in the context of analog
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beamforming (ABF), consisting of beam alignment, which describes the process of initial
alignment of the beams for communications of one transmitter and receiver and beam
tracking, which defines the process of beam-adaptation in a dynamic channel environment
due to movement or shadowing.
2.5.1 Channel Estimation
Before the channel can be equalized, relevant parameters of the channel have to be esti-
mated. While the whole channel matrix is commonly estimated directly for sub 6 GHz
MIMO applications, this is not feasible for large antenna arrays. Furthermore, the spar-
sity of the channel at the mmW band limits the number of parameters which have to be
estimated in order to be able to describe the channel, as, e.g., the AoD, AoA and the
strength of the MPC. In general, two estimation strategies are worth mentioning, explicit
and implicit channel estimation. The first method aims to estimate the above-mentioned
parameters for the propagation channel directly (explicit channel state information (CSI)).
Since the channel can only be experienced in the context of directional antennas, this re-
quires some effort to exclude the effect of the antennas in order to obtain the parameters
of the propagation channel. In order to use the parameters for precoding, they have to be
translated back to a (possibly different) radio channel (for different antennas) with the
same propagation channel. While this approach is easy to debug and interpret for opti-
mization algorithms, as direct channel parameters are obtained, the drawback is the high
complexity of these conversions. Implicit Channel estimation measures parameters of the
radio channel (implicit CSI, e.g., which beam of a codebook receives the highest energy),
without translating it to the parameters of the propagation channel. The drawback is that
the optimization for the precoding algorithm might not be as obvious as before. In both
cases there might be some ambiguity due to the limitations of the array (e.g., grating
lobes).
Early works for the use of beamformers focus on the estimation of the AoA for digital
beamforming, which is also relevant for modern radar techniques. Besides using a simple
”sweep” of the beam in the angular domain, a more advanced version, the Capon beam-
former [Cap69] was introduced, which use a Lagrangian function to optimize the resolution
of the AoA estimation. The famous multiple signal classification (MUSIC) and estimation
of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithms [JSDM91]
use subspaces of the covariance matrix of the received signals to estimate the exact AoA
of a propagation channel with improved precision. However, these algorithms need to pro-
cess the baseband signals of all the antenna elements, which make them infeasible to be
used in the context of mmW antennas.
Early algorithms for mmW communications focus on approaches, which are imple-
mentable with analog beamforming systems. As only the sum signal is received and thus
the effect of the array cannot be canceled by postprocessing, these algorithms are not
able to estimate the propagation channels, but only the parameters of the radio chan-
nel. In contrast, HBF systems allow a translation of parameters of the radio channel to
parameters of the propagation channel. In order to avoid too much overhead, many chan-
nel estimation techniques try to exploit the sparsity in the spatial frequency and delay
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domain, borrowing ideas of compressed sensing (CS). The original idea of CS is to solve
under-determined systems of linear equations using a minimum of observations. By ap-
proximating the channel consisting of array propagation vectors with continuous AoDs
and AoAs by a channel matrix with quantized AoDs and AoAs (or spatial frequencies
respectively) of the transmit and receive array propagation vectors, CS algorithms can
be applied for channel estimation. This spatially quantized channel representation is also
called virtual channel [HGPR+16]. Following the steps of [AALH14], we can define the
received signal after correlation according to (2.74)
z = wHbbwHrf Hfrffbb + wHbbwHrf n⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
ν
. (2.77)
By performing the training sequentially, using all possible analog precoders and combiners
of the codebook, we can stack the results into a matrix
Z = W̃HHF̃ + ν, (2.78)
where Z ∈ CL×K contains all observations, F̃ = F̃rfF̃bb and W̃ = W̃rfW̃bb with F̃bb =
[fbb,1, ..., fbb,K ] and W̃ = [wbb,1, ...,wbb,L] [HGPR+16], and ν ∈ CL×K is a Gaussian
distributed noise matrix, with each element [ν]l,k ∼ CN (0, σ2); l = {1, ..., L}, k =
{1, ..., K}.
For simplicity, the channel matrix can be approximated by allowing only array-
propagation vectors, which are discretized in the angular domain φD ∈ {−π2 ,−π2 +
πl
Vtx
, ..., π2 } using Vtx steps for the transmitter side. In similar form this can be applied for the
receiver side, using Vrx steps. The channel matrix can be written as a function of the array
propagation codebook matrix for the transmitter side Ãtx =
[︂
atx(φA,l), ..., atx(φA,Vrx−1)
]︂
and the receiver side Ãrx =
[︂
arx(φA,l), ..., arx(φA,Nrx)
]︂
H ≈ H̃ = ÃrxD̃ÃHtx, (2.79)
where D̃ ∈ CVrx×Vtx is a diagonal matrix with only a few nonzero elements, representing
the MPCs of the channel. Stacking all observations into a vector, (2.78) can be modified
to
z = vec{W̃HH̃F̃} + vec{ν}. (2.80)
Using a property of the Kronecker product, the formula can be represented in the following
form
z =
(︂
F̃T ⊗ W̃H
)︂
vec{H̃} + vec{ν} (2.81)
z =
(︂
F̃T ⊗ W̃H
)︂ (︂
Ã∗t ⊗ Ãr
)︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Φ
vec{D}⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
d
+vec{ν} (2.82)
z = Φd + vec{ν}. (2.83)
As d is sparse, (2.82) has the form of a standard CS problem, where
(︂
Ã∗t ⊗ Ãr
)︂
is the
dictionary matrix and
(︂
F̃T ⊗ W̃H
)︂
is the sensing matrix, which can be combined to the
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equivalent sensing matrix Φ. The sensing problem can be formulated in two different ways,
depending on whether the number of MPCs is known or not. If the number is known the
problem is to minimize the error between the observation and the weights of the paths
arg min ∥z − Φd∥2 subject to min ∥d∥0 = Mp. (2.84)
If the number is unknown, another approach is to try to estimate d such that the number
of active paths is minimal (as we know the channel is sparse) by not exceeding a certain
error
min ∥d∥0 subject to ∥z − Φd∥2 < σ. (2.85)
The problem can be solved using standard CS algorithms. An adaptive CS technique was
used in [AALH14] and also the greed algorithm orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) can
be used to get the solution [MRRA+15,ALH15].
2.5.2 Precoding and Combining
The overall goal of spatial precoding and combining is to find the precoding and combing
matrices that maximize the achievable rate under certain constraints. Without loss of
generality, this problem can be stated in the following form, given perfect (explicit) CSI
assuming Gaussian signaling
max
Wrf ,Wbb,Frf ,Fbb
log2 det
(︂
INst + R−1n WHbbWHrf HFrfFbbRsFHbbFHrf HHWrfWbb
)︂
s.t.Tr
(︂
FrfFbbRsFHbbFHrf
)︂
= Ptx
wrf,i ∈ W̃rf , ∀i ∈ {0, ..., N rxrf − 1}
frf,j ∈ F̃rf , ∀i ∈ {0, ..., N rxrf − 1}
(2.86)
where Rs = PtxINst is the covariance matrix of the signal and Rn = σ2WHbbWHrf WrfWbb
the noise covariance matrix and frf,i the ith column of Frf and wrf,i the ith column of
Wrf . We assume a total power constraint similar to the one presented in [CRKF18]. This
general form of the problem can be translated to a digital beamforming problem, by
exchanging the RF precoding and combining matrices Frf and Wrf with identity matrices
and increasing the dimensions of the baseband matrices Fbb and Wbb to cover all antenna
elements with Nst = 1. In the case of an analog system, the baseband matrices are
exchanged with identity matrices, while the precoding matrices become vectors. Thus in
the case of analog beamforming, the problem
max
wrf ,frf
log2
(︂
1 + PtxR−1n wHrf HfrffHrf ,HHwrf
)︂
s.t.∥wrf∥F = 1
∥frf∥F = 1
wrf ∈ W̃rf
frf ∈ F̃rf
(2.87)
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where ∥wrf∥F = 1 and ∥frf∥F = 1 is always fulfilled, can be translated into a similar
problem of maximizing the receive power
max
wrf ,frf
(︂
|wHrf Hfrf
⃓⃓⃓2
)
s.t.wrf ∈ W̃rf
frf ∈ F̃rf
. (2.88)
Solving this optimization problem is challenging as it is not convex in general; thus
[ARAS+14] proposed to optimize the transmitter and receiver side individually by mini-
mizing the distance of the constrained precoder and the optimal digital precoder, which
can be obtained by SVD of the channel matrix first. This problem can also be solved by
the OMP algorithm. In the second step, the combiner is chosen to minimize the distance
to the minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver, constructed using the estimated
precoder.
2.5.3 Joint Channel Estimation and Combining
Both, explicit channel estimation and precoding use parameters of the propagation chan-
nel but can only observe the radio channel including the effect of the antenna. Thus
the question arises, whether the estimation of radio channel parameters can be used for
the precoding directly. The benefit of using radio channel parameters directly to pass
information between the channel estimation and precoding algorithm lies in a decreased
complexity, while the result of the estimation is bound to the same radio channel. As
analog beamforming systems have only access to the parameters of the radio channel as
digital processing of parallel received signals is not possible, they already make use of the
joined estimation and precoding inherently by choosing the beam with the highest receive
power. Note that since the parameters of the radio channel (e.g., beam number with the
largest receive power) correlate with parameters of the propagation channel (e.g.AoA),
the correlation coefficient between the parameters increases with increasing antenna size
as the beamwidth decreases. A simple algorithm is the exhaustive search (ES) algorithm,
which scans thoroughly the (accessible) angular (or spatial frequency) space for strong
MPC using all possible beam pair combination of the transmitter and receiver codebook
and finally chooses the one with the largest receive power. This algorithm can be realized
with the analog beamforming system and was therefore introduced for mmW systems.
In the standards IEEE 802.15c [IEEb] and IEEE 802.11ad/ay [IEEa], a tree search al-
gorithm is employed, which uses different beam widths successively in order to avoid a
time-consuming search with fine angular resolved beams.
The philosophy of joined estimation and precoding without explicit CSI can also be
applied to HBF systems. The work in [CRKF17] shows that channel estimation and
precoding can be done jointly if the resolution of the array propagation matrices Atx and
Arx are equal to the number of transmitter and receiver antennas respectively and if they
are sampled in spatial frequency domain instead of the angular domain as before. More
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specifically,
Ãrx =
[︂
atx(kA,0), ..., atx(kA,l), ..., atx(kA,Ntx−1)
]︂
, (2.89)
where ktx,l = −2πλ +
4πl
λNtx−1 with l = 0, .., Ntx−1. Ãtx is analogously defined. These matrices
have the form of DFT matrices and thus have full rank and are orthonormal. As the
array response vectors corresponding to the nonzero MPC span the same subspace as the
singular vectors of the channel matrix H (or equivalently, the left-singular vectors of H and
the array propagation vectors of dictionary Ãrx are linear dependent, an analogous relation
is valid for the right-singular vectors of the channel matrix and Ãtx) [CKRF16], the array
propagation vectors corresponding to the MPC, which are determined by the channel
estimation, can be directly used for the precoding design [CKRF16]. If DFT matrices are
also used as RF precoding and combining matrices F̃rf and W̃rf , the problem reduces to a
beam-selection problem of choosing the beams with the largest receive power [CRKF17].
However, in reality the AoDs and AoAs are continuous. The described technique can
still be used in the continuous case, but the array propagation vectors corresponding
to the largest receive power do not exactly correspond to the array propagation vector
corresponding to the AoDs and AoAs, and thus the subspace of these array propagation
vectors equals not exactly to the subspace of the channel matrix, which leads to an
estimation error. Correspondingly, the precoding can also be erroneous. Thus taking only
the receive power of the beams as a measure for choosing the beams in a HBF system
will not always lead to the optimal solution. As the received power is nevertheless a
strong indicator of the quality of a beam choice, this problem can be solved by trying
several combinations of beams with relatively high receive power (the limitation to the
dictionary of array propagation vectors Ãrx and Ãtx acts as a sampling in the spatial
frequency domain, therefore the observations are subject to the leakage or smoothing
effect, which results in the fact that more observations have nonzero receive power than
MPC are existing), and applying the SVD of the effective channel, which is visible to the
digital system and is the channel matrix multiplied with the RF precoder and combiner
using candidate beams
Heff = WHrf HFrf , (2.90)
with Wrf =
[︂
wrf,1, ...,wrf,Ns,rx
]︂
and an analogues expression for Frf . The mutual infor-
mation can be maximized by choosing the beams Frf and Wrf which cause the effective
channel to have the largest singular values. This requires a significant amount of complex
SVD calculations. To address this problem, [CRKF18] proposed to use the low-complex
Frobenius norm or the determinant of the effective channel instead as a performance cri-
terion in order to identify promising beam candidate combinations. The work also shows
that the optimal baseband precoder Foptbb and combiner W
opt
bb can be calculated using the
left and right-singular values of the effective channel matrix Heff and the optimal RF
precoding matrix Foptrf and combining matrix W
opt
rf [CRKF18].
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we laid the foundation of the discussion of later chapters, by showing the
features of the mmW channel, which distinguishes itself from communication channels
used in conventional sub 6 GHz frequency bands. We showed the necessity to develop
new propagation and radio channel models, the latter also taking into account the direc-
tionality of the antenna arrays, and presented viable approaches for such models. Based
on the necessity to work with high gain antennas, we presented fundamental antenna ar-
ray theory with special regard to the interpretation of an antenna array as a spatial filter.
We used this theory to compare and evaluate three different system designs for MIMO
systems. Using this knowledge, we presented a system and signal model and discussed
the main goals and challenges of wireless communications in the context of cellular sys-
tems. Finally, we gave an extensive review of known concepts for channel estimation and
precoding for digital, hybrid and analog beamforming in literature.
Chapter 3
Hypothesis Test for Beam Selection
In order to design promising precode and combine vectors for the antenna arrays to in-
crease the system throughput, the channel has to be estimated. While conventional MIMO
systems can obtain the channel coupling factors for each antenna element pair individ-
ually, the aforementioned design restrictions force HBF and ABF systems to rather use
predefined beam patterns, where the angular stimulation of the channel is characterized
to get insight in the channel properties. To acquire sufficient information about the envi-
ronment, all beam pairs are usually trained exhaustively.
In order to determine the beam pair achieving the best channel conditions, the beam
pair combination with the largest receive power provides the optimal achievable rate
in the case of an ABF system. The sparsity and low diffraction of the signal in the
mmW band combined with the usage of large antenna arrays provides an accumulation
of the received power in a small angular sector and allows to draw direct conclusions on
the angles of the dominant paths also for HBF systems. Usually, the second and third
strongest paths are also of interest. This information can be used to reconstruct the
channel matrix [SY15, AALH14] or can be used directly for choosing the best precoder
and combiner for communications [CRKF18, KCF16]. However, it is not initially clear,
how long the training signal has to be in order to provide reliable information about the
beam pair with the largest received power. A possible trade-off between the length of the
training sequence and performance loss taking into consideration the second strongest
beam pair was not investigated yet to the best of the authors’ knowledge. Hypothesis
testing in the context of array processing is presented in [JD92], but for a radar-like
application assuming DBF systems. The work [BHR+15] uses hypothesis testing in a
different context without searching for the minimum training length.
In this chapter, we approach this problem by investigating the behavior of a fixed
length M -ary hypothesis test for channel estimation and precoding for a simple analog
beamforming scenario and one MPC.
3.1 System Model
In order to motivate the special form of the M -ary fixed length test compared to the
standard hypothesis test [Kay98], [MV12], we introduce the beam selection problem for
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Figure 3.1: System model. Transmitter and receiver with a codebook of 8 and 4 beams, respectively
that communicate over a single path, e.g. (Source: [KRF19] c⃝ 2019 IEEE).
a point-to-point mmW link. We limit ourselves to the case of an ABF transmitter and
receiver using sets of beams in different directions and a channel with one dominant MPC.
A sketch of the system is shown in Fig. 3.1. We use the received power as a selection
criterion, where the best receive-transmit beam pair is directly used for data transmission
as this allows us to use reasonable benchmarks for the performance.
Using (2.74) and the definitions of the RF codebooks F̃rf and W̃rf , respectively, we
reformulate the received signal as
ym[ns] = wHl Hfks[ns] + wHl nc[ns], (3.1)
where the beam pair is indexed using the combined index m = (k−1)L+ l, H ∈ CNrx×Ntx .
In order to get a reasonable estimate of the strength of the effective channel coefficient
using beam pair combination m, we calculate the sample-wise complex cross correlation
zcm[ns] between the received signal ym and the training signal sample s[ns]
zcm[ns] =
s∗[ns]
|s[ns]|2
ym[ns]
= wHl Hfk⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Amejφ
+ wHl nc[ns]⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
νc[ns]∼CN (0,σ2c )
.
(3.2)
The result of the correlation consist of a noise free coefficient Amejφ and noise. νc is still
additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ2c due to the restriction ∥wl∥2 = 1. We call
Amejφ the effective complex channel coefficient between the transmitter and receiver using
beam pair m = (k − 1)L + l. The correlation result zcm[ns] is thus a noisy observation of
this coupling coefficient. It is reasonable to assume that the variances for all observations
of different beam pair combinations m are the same, as the bandwidth, which dominates
the thermal noise, stays constant over all beam pairs.
We further assume perfect synchronization in order to convert the received signal to the
real domain, which makes the following calculations easier. We perform the conversion
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by estimating the phase information of the correlated observation. Thus, knowing the
argument of the correlated training signal
φ̂ = ∠
⎛⎝ Ns∑︂
ns=1
zc,nfm [ns]
⎞⎠ ≈ ∠wHl Hfk, (3.3)
applying the phase rotation and only taking the real part, we define the equivalent real-
valued observation sample zm[ns]
R(zc,nfm [ns]) + R(νc[ns]) ≈ R(zcm[ns]e−jφ̂)
zm[ns] = Am + ν[ns], zm[ns] ∼ N (Am, σ2).
(3.4)
Throughout this chapter, we call Am the (effective) coupling coefficient or amplitude
of signal zm[ns].
The noise variance of the real signal is half of the variance of the complex signal
σ2 = σ2c2 . In this way, we can deal with real values instead of complex or power values
[KCF16], which allows us to use real Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs) for
the calculation of the selection probability. Note that, due to the effect of side lobes, it is
likely that other nonzero amplitude levels besides the strongest one are existing.
3.2 M-ary Hypothesis Test Problem Description
The goal of a beam searching procedure is to choose the coupling coefficient associated
with that beam pair combination m which will lead to the largest achievable throughput.
As we assume to have only one RF chain for the transmitter and receiver respectively,
this corresponds to the search of the largest value of all M coupling coefficients for this
system model.
We can formulate the beam selection problem as an M -ary hypothesis test by assigning
one hypothesis to each of the events that coupling coefficient 1, ...,M is the largest one
H1 : z1[ns] = A1 + ν[ns], && A1 ≡ Amax
...
HM : zM [ns] = AM + ν[ns], && AM ≡ Amax.
(3.5)
Taking advantage of the length of the training signals, we define sufficient statistics
for each hypothesis by taking the mean of the observations of the Ns samples
z̄m =
1
Ns
Ns∑︂
ns=1
zm[ns]
= Am +
1
Ns
Ns∑︂
ns=1
ν[ns] (3.6)
= Am + ν̄.
The variance of the noise of the sufficient statistics ν̄ ∼ N (0, σ2
Ns
) is reduced by a factor 1
Ns
compared to a single sample of the observation. The reliability of detecting the estimate of
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the largest coupling coefficient can be determined by the variance of the noisy observations.
Additionally, the variance is directly dependent on the training length. The problem we
want to discuss in this chapter is to determine the minimal length of the training signal
which is sufficient to achieve a specified selection probability or another performance
measure of the selection process. Note that the definition of the hypothesis test (3.5)
differs from the standard formulation of an M -ary hypothesis test with genie knowledge
in [Kay98] and [MC78, section 5.2, p.110] . The difference comes from the fact that we
have to compare M signals in parallel instead of categorizing one signal to M categories.
3.3 Selection Performance Criterion
The selection probability is defined as the probability that we correctly choose signal zi,
if Hi is true
Ps =
M∑︂
i=1
P
(︂
Ĥi|Hi
)︂
P (Hi)
=
M∑︂
i=1
P
(︄
z̄i = max
k∈{1...M}
z̄k
)︄
P (Hi) ,
(3.7)
which is equivalent to choosing the maximum estimate of the coupling coefficient when
using the maximum likelihood (ML) rule. We assume equal prior probabilities P (Hi) = 1M ,
which correspond to the common case of uniformly distributed AoAs. As the conditional
probability is equal for every hypothesis i due to the symmetry of the hypothesis test,
we can focus our study on the selection probability of a special case. Therefore, we can
assume A1 > maxi∈{1...M} Ai without loss of generality which means that H1 is true. So
we can rewrite (3.7) as
Ps = P
(︂
Ĥ1|H1
)︂
. (3.8)
In this chapter, we are interested in the mean normalized performance of the channel
we can achieve by using the selection based on the training signal. The selection prob-
ability does only provide a measure of the success of a detection problem, ignoring the
severeness of different error events. Therefore we introduce a more sophisticated perfor-
mance criterion based on the average signal receive strength of the channel given the
selection probabilities, the normalized received amplitude
ā = Ā
Amax
=
∑︁
i∈{1,..,M}
i ̸=j
P
(︂
z̄i = maxj∈{1,..,M} z̄j
)︂
Ai
Amax
, (3.9)
which is the ratio between the mean coupling coefficient achieved by the selection problem
and the maximum amplitude.
We now derive the selection probability for the M -ary hypothesis test defined in (3.5).
A simple mathematical expression using Q functions for the selection probability and
error probability of the binary analysis is given in [Kay98]. If we increase the number
of signals to M > 2, the relation becomes more complicated and is given by an integral
over a multivariate Gaussian distribution. By exploiting the fact that the signals z̄m are
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Figure 3.2: Performance in terms of selection probability Ps of the best beam pair and normalized
amplitude ā against deflection coefficient (differential SNR) for M = 3 beam pairs (one observation). It
can be seen that the overall performance ā is good (the system receives a strong signal), even if Ps is low
for some amplitude distributions (yellow and green line). This motivates the use of ā as the performance
indicator. (Source: [KRF19] c⃝ 2019 IEEE).
mutually independent, we can rewrite the multi-dimensional integral as a product of M
one-dimensional integrals. Using notation of the Q-function, the selection probability of
an M -ary hypothesis test defined in (3.5) under the assumption that H1 is true can be
given by a one-dimensional integration of the product of Gaussian PDF and (M − 1)
Q-functions in the form
Ps = P
(︂
Ĥ1|H1
)︂
= P
(︄
z̄1 = max
i∈{1...M}
z̄i
)︄
(3.10)
=
∞∫︂
−∞
1√
2πσ̄2
e
−(z̄1−A1)
2
2σ̄2 ·
∏︂
i∈{2...M}
Q
(︃
Ai − z̄1
σ̄
)︃
dz̄1.
The complete derivation of how to get this result is given in the Appendix A. Using
variable substitution, (3.10) can be rewritten using the roots of the deflection coefficients
d1i =
√
Ns(A1−Ai)
σ
and x =
√
Ns(z̄1−A1)
σ
Ps =
∞∫︂
−∞
1√
2π
e
−(x)2
2 ·
∏︂
i∈{2...M}
Q (−d1i − x) dx. (3.11)
An expression of similar form to (3.10) is given in [Kay98] for an M -ary test of signals
(signal correlator). While [Kay98] uses mutual uncorrelated signals for the derivation of
the formula, we rely on the fact that the noise realizations of the individual signals zi
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are mutual uncorrelated. The same formula can be also used to calculate the probability
of error that we detect the wrong amplitude using xk =
√
N(zk−Ak)
σ
, i.e. to select another
amplitude Ak, k ̸= 1
Pe,k = P
(︂
Ĥk|H1
)︂
= P
(︄
z̄k = max
i∈{1...M}
z̄i
)︄
(3.12)
=
∞∫︂
−∞
1√
2π
e
−(xk)
2
2 ·
∏︂
i∈{1...M}\k
Q (−dki − xk) dxk .
Note that the deflection coefficient is a function of the length of the training signal and
thus also the selection and error probabilities are functions of Ns. Therefore, the total
probability of missed selection of the strongest signal is found as
Pe =
M∑︂
k=2
Pe,k . (3.13)
Although the selection probability equation in (3.11) has a similar form as the error
rate computation of differential quadrature phase shift keying in Nakagami-m fading
[Bea06], a general solution to the integral for arbitrary numbers of M has not been found
to the best of the author’s knowledge.
In order to clarify the difference between the selection probability Ps and the mean
normalized amplitude ā, we plotted these parameters for a ternary hypothesis test ex-
ample (M = 3) for different values of the deflection coefficients in Figs. 3.2a and 3.2b,
respectively. The deflection coefficient d21i is defined by the square of the difference be-
tween coupling coefficient one and coupling coefficient i related to the variance σ̄2, which
is dependent on the length of the training signal. It can be understood as a measure of
how good the value of two coupling coefficients can be distinguished from each other and
be interpreted as differential signal to noise ratio (SNR). Because we consider the special
case A1 = Amax, d1i is always positive. The large deflection coefficient can thus be inter-
preted as a large separation of amplitudes A1 and Ai, meaning that Ai is much smaller
than A1. Another interpretation of a large deflection coefficient is a small variance σ̄2,
resulting from a long training sequence. Thus the two coefficients d212 and d213 define the
relation between the amplitudes A1, A2 and A3. In this example we set A3 = 0 and σ2 = 1.
We plot the deflection coefficients at a logarithmic scale, as they can be interpreted as
differential SNR values. Fig. 3.2a shows the selection probability Ps in dependency of the
logarithmic deflection coefficient (d213)dB, which can be interpreted as differential SNR
A21−A23
σ̄2 and defines how well the observations z̄1 and z̄3 can be separated. The value of
the second amplitude is defined by the deflection coefficient d212. We show the case of 4
different values of this coefficient
(d212)dB =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−∞ dB, A2 = A1
(d213)dB − 25 dB, A2 = 10
−25
20 (A3 − A1) + A1
(d213)dB − 13 dB, A2 = 10
−13
20 (A3 − A1) + A1
(d213)dB, A2 = A3 .
(3.14)
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It is worth to note that the selection probability in (3.8) depends only on the deflection
coefficient, i.e. the ratio between the squared amplitudes and is independent of the absolute
values of the amplitudes. Fig. 3.2a shows that Ps rises with increasing deflection coefficients
d212 and d213. The reason of this effect is that the observation z̄1 is better separable from
other observations with increasing deflection coefficients. We can see that the cases of
d212 = −∞ and d212 = d213 define the upper and lower bound of the selection probability
performance. In contrast to Ps, the absolute values of the amplitudes have a large impact
on the performance criterion ā in (3.9). We can interpret this criterion as a weighted
sum of selection probabilities. Thus not only the separability of the observation, but also
the weighting of the selection event is crucial for the performance. Therefore the case of
d212 = d213, i.e. A2 = A3, is transformed from the lower bound of Ps to the upper bound for
ā. Similarly, the case d212 = −∞, i.e. A1 = A2, is transformed from the upper bound of Ps
to the lower bound of ā for small values of the deflection coefficient d213. This means that
we can achieve a better performance if we have some competing amplitudes Ai > AM .
However, the existence of the competing amplitudes cause a down shift of the increase of
the performance with rising deflection coefficient for large values of d213. The reason for
this is that for amplitudes A1 > A2 > A3 it is more probable to select signal z̄1 or z̄2 with
expectation values A1 and A2 than in the case of A1 > A2 = A3, but it is harder to select
only signal z̄1. The intersection value d213 of the cases A1 > A2 > A3 and A1 > A2 = A3 is
dependent on the absolute values of the amplitudes and can only be found numerically.
However, the case of a single nonzero amplitude A1 ̸= 0, Ai = 0 i = 2, ...,M is a worst
case scenario for small deflection coefficients and is an appropriate first assumption for
the problem at hand due to the sparsity of the mmW channel.
3.4 Composite Hypothesis Test Algorithms
In this section, we develop an algorithm to find the minimum necessary length of the
training sequence Ns in order to achieve the desired performance of the mean amplitude
ātarget. If we assume to have genie knowledge of all the expectation values of the coupling
coefficients Ai and the variance σ2, but the match between the coupling coefficient values
and the receive signals z̄m is assumed to be unknown, we can directly use the definition
of the criterion ā (3.9) and the definition of the selection probability (3.10) and (3.12) to
get a relation between ā and Ns
ā = A1
A1
Ps(Ns) +
A2
A1
Pe,2(Ns) + ...+
AM
A1
Pe,M(Ns). (3.15)
Due to the unavailability of a closed-form solution of the integral of the selection proba-
bility Ps, this relation can only be solved numerically in order to determine the minimum
value of Ns. Thus the minimum length for the training signal can be calculated using the
selection probability of the fixed length test. However, the correct values Ai and σ2 are not
available at the receiver. Thereby the M -ary hypothesis test becomes a composite M -ary
hypothesis test 1. A common approach is to use ML estimates for the unknown parameters
1 A test is called a composite test if the PDF is assumed to be known up to some parameters
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input : ātarget, SNRassumed
output: Decision to hypothesis îmax
1 stage 1: Estimation of Parameters;
2 Ã1 =
√
SNRassumed, σ̃ = 1;
3 begin
4 Determine the minimal Ñs for which applies
5 ātarget
!
≤ =
6
∞∫︁
−∞
√
Ñs√
2πσ2
e
−(z̄1−Ã1)
2Ñs
2σ̄2 · Q(M−1)
(︃
−
√
Ñsz̄1
σ
)︃
dz̄1;
7 Transmit first training signal of length Ñs;
8 Âi = 1Ñs
Ñs∑︁
1
zi[ñs];
9 σ̂2 = 1
M
M∑︁
1
(︄
1
Ñs−1
Ñs∑︁
1
(zîmin [ñs] − Âîmin)2
)︄
;
10 end
11 stage 2: M-ary Test;
12 begin
13 Determine the number of samples Ns, which are necessary to achieve the
performance based on the estimated parameters
14 ātarget
!
≤ Ps(Âi, Ns, σ̂) +
∑︁
i∈{2...Mnew}
Âi
Âmax
Pe,i(Âi, Ns, σ̂);
15 Transmit second training signal of length;
16 Ns,2 = min(Ns − Ñs, 0) ;
17 îmax = arg max∀i z̄i;
18 end
Algorithm 1: Composite M -ary Test with single extension
in the selection probability, which is called the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
approach. Although the GLRT is well studied for the binary hypothesis test, the applica-
tion of this approach to an M -ary test is not easy because some estimated parameters are
usually nested [Kay98]. However, the problem at hand does not have this complication,
as we have M independent signals with each one having an unknown parameter.
Using the GLRT composite test approach, we first have to provide reasonably good
estimates Âi and σ̂2 in order to determine the required length of the training signal Ns
from (3.15), given the performance criterion. However, it is not an easy task to determine
the effect of the variance of the estimates to the detection probability and thus to the
solution of (3.15). The issue is that Ns must be found from a version of (3.15) with
estimated parameters Âi and σ̂2, while the actual values of the selection probability Ps
and thus the normalized amplitude ā are subject to the actual values.
The unavailability of a closed-form expression of Ps prevents an exact investigation of
this problem. However, it is clear if we want to design the length of the training sequence
in this way that we have a small variance of the estimates to provide a robust solution
of (3.15), but not exceeding the length of the training sequence we need for the solving
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(3.15) with the correct values. For this reason, we pursue a simple heuristic approach for
balancing these two requirements. Therefore we split the algorithm in an estimation stage
followed by a detection stage.
In the estimation stage, we initially use reasonable but optimistic apriori assumptions
about the values of Ai and σ2 which are typical for some environments in order to de-
termine the length of the initial training signal. In order to avoid too long training, we
determine the length of the training signal needed for achieving the desired performance
given assumed channel conditions. For this reason, we assume to have only one nonzero
coupling coefficient, which was identified as the worst case assumption for small deflection
coefficients above. The relation of the squared amplitude and the noise variance is taken
from a meaningful assumption of a typical SNR (SNRassumed), which can be determined by
the free space path loss equation. After we determined the needed initial training length
Ñs based on these assumptions, we probe each beam-combination using a training signal
of this length.
Subsequently, we use the observations z̄i to get an estimate of amplitude and variance.
The amplitude is estimated using the ML estimate
Âi =
1
Ñs
Ñs∑︂
1
zi[ñs], (3.16)
while the variance is estimated using the maximum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE)
σ̂2 = 1
M
M∑︂
1
⎛⎝ 1
Ñs − 1
Ñs∑︂
1
(zîmin [ñs] − Âîmin)2
⎞⎠ . (3.17)
Then we plug the estimates in (3.15) to determine the needed length of the training
signal Ns in order to achieve the targeted performance ātarget. Following this, we continue
training for the missing samples Ns,2 = Ns − Ñs, but only if the length of the training
sequence based on the estimates Ns is larger than the length of the training sequence Ñs
we already probed during the first stage. In the detection phase, the combined Ns samples
are used to determine the beam pair with the largest amplitude.
3.4.1 Extended Composite Hypothesis Test
A drawback of the algorithm consists in the fact that the ability to estimate amplitudes
in low SNR situations is limited by the length of the initial training length Ñs of the first
stage. In order to be able to meet the targeted performance ātarget also in those situations,
we can use the additional training signal in the second stage of length Ns,2 to increase
the quality of the estimates Âi and σ̂. Using the improved estimates, we can calculate the
expected performance again
ˆ̄a = Â1
Âmax
Ps(Âi, Ns, σ̂) +
∑︂
i∈{2...Mnew}
Âi
Âmax
Pe,i(Âi, Ns, σ̂) (3.18)
and verify that the targeted performance ātarget can be met. If the new estimates show that
this is not the case, the length of the training signal which will achieve the performance
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input : ātarget, SNRassumed
output: Decision to hypothesis î
1 stage 1: Estimation of Parameters;
2 Ã1 =
√
SNRassumed, σ̃ = 1;
3 begin
4 Determine the minimal Ñs for which applies
5 ātarget
!
≤ =
6
∞∫︁
−∞
√
Ñs√
2πσ2
e
−(z̄1−Ã1)
2Ñs
2σ̄2 · Q(M−1)
(︃
−
√
Ñsz̄1
σ
)︃
dz̄1;
7 Transmit first training signal of length Ñs;
8 Âi = 1Ñs
Ñs∑︁
1
zi[ñs];
9 σ̂2 = 1
M
M∑︁
1
(︄
1
Ñs−1
Ñs∑︁
1
(zîmin [ñs] − Âîmin)2
)︄
;
10 end
11 stage 2: M-ary Test;
12 while ātarget !≤ Â1ÂmaxPs(Ns) +
∑︁
i∈{2...Mnew}
Âi
Âmax
Pe,i(Ns) do
13 Mnew|i ∈ {1, 2, ...,Mnew} ∀i, d1i < dth dth = A1−(A1−σ̄)σ̄ = 2;
14 Determine the number of samples Ns, which are necessary to achieve the
performance based on the estimated parameters
15 ātarget
!
≤ Ps(Âi, Ns, σ̂) +
∑︁
i∈{2...Mnew}
Âi
Âmax
Pe,i(Âi, Ns, σ̂);
16 Transmit second training signal of length;
17 Ns,2 = min(Ns − Ñs, 0) ;
18 Update Estimates: Âi = 1Ns
Ns∑︁
1
zi[ñs];
19 σ̂2 = 1
M
M∑︁
1
(︄
1
Ñs−1
Ñs∑︁
1
(zîmin [ñs] − Âîmin)2
)︄
;
20 check condition;
21 end
Algorithm 2: Extended composite M -ary Test
can be calculated as before in (3.18) and the second step will be repeated with the cost
of one additional feedback from the receiver to the transmitter. As we can expect a large
number of amplitudes to be close to zero due to the sparse characteristics of a mmW
channel, we additionally decrease the number of candidates. Therefore we only consider
the coupling coefficients in the next stage, which are in 2σ̄ range of the maximum estimate
of the maximum coupling coefficient for the next iteration of the hypothesis test. Thus Ns
is the same for every candidate beam pair, but the number of candidate beam pairs M is
decreased in every iteration. That means that we just have to consider the signals which
are not yet clearly distinguishable because of the noise process. The repetition of the stage
continues until the expected performance ˆ̄a equals the desired performance ātarget. The
extension of the test is given in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 3.3: Example of M -ary hypothesis test for M = 32. For φ1, AoD,AoA=0◦, for φ2, AoD=60◦ and
AoA=90◦. Performance in terms of mean normalized received signal strength ā after training for both
discussed algorithms. The extended test is almost reaching the targeted performance of ātarget = 0.9 for
every SNR value. (Source: [KRF19] c⃝ 2019 IEEE).
3.5 Application
We illustrate the algorithm by tackling the initial problem of detecting the best beam pair
combination of a transmitter and a receiver in a mmW scenario (Fig. 3.1). We consider
a small-cell scenario where one access point (AP) has to serve one UD in the radius of
50 m. We assume the AP and UD have ULAs of Ntx = 8 and Nrx = 4 antenna elements,
respectively, with a codebook of the same size, resulting in M = 32 coupling coefficients.
In order to get a good initial assumption of the SNR, we calculate the maximum and
minimum of the SNR which can occur, given an assumed transmit power of Pt = 35 dBm.
We use the path-loss formula given in [3GP17] for fc = 60 GHz. Supposing a bandwidth
of 1 GHz, minimum and maximum SNR for the system for a distance range between 5m
and 50m considering the antenna gain and possible misalignment loss of Pmis = 6 dB is
given by SNRmin = −13dB and SNRmax = 9dB. We assume a SNRassumed = 0 dB for the
first stage and try to achieve a performance is atarget = 0.9, which results in an initial
training length of Ñs = 13.
We performed a simulation of the performance of the fixed length test for different
distances between the transmitter and receiver. Also we investigated the case that both
nodes where aligned in such a way that maximum of the beam patterns could be used (φ1:
AoD, AoA= 0◦), and the case that the AoD and AoA do not allow to use the maximum of
the best suitable beam shape (φ2: AoD= 60◦, AoA= 90◦). The coupling coefficients were
generated by using (3.1) with a simple LoS geometric channel.
In Fig. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 we show the outcome of the algorithm for different distances
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Figure 3.4: Example of M -ary hypothesis test for M = 32. For φ1, AoD,AoA=0◦, for φ2, AoD=60◦
and AoA=90◦. Total training length (total number of training samples transmitted) for different SNR
values. The amount of samples needed for achieving the targeted performance with genie knowledge of
the parameters Ai and σ is varying not only with the SNR but also with the mutual relation of the
amplitudes Ai. (Source: [KRF19] c⃝ 2019 IEEE).
between transmitter and receiver and AoD and AoA combinations φ1 and φ2. The SNR
corresponding to the largest coupling coefficient is also depicted on the abscissa. We per-
formed Monte Carlo simulations using 1000 different realizations of the Gaussian noise
process disturbing the training signal for each distance and AoD and AoA combination φ1
and φ2. In Fig. 3.3 we show that the targeted performance of αtarget = 0.9 can be achieved
for SNR values above the assumed SNR of 0 dB using the presented normal composite
algorithm (blue) with two stages. Although the length of the training sequence is increas-
ing with decreasing SNR value (Fig. 3.4) to a certain degree, the achieved normalized
performance is successively decreasing towards lower SNR values. This is because the
calculation of the total training length Ns,total is based on estimates of the parameters Âi
and σ̂ achieved using fixed initial training sequence length Ñs. In this way, the detection
of amplitudes at low SNR is limited, due to a small training sequence length and thus
limited performance of the estimation and detection. The proposed extended algorithm
(red), however, essentially achieves the targeted performance by repeating the estimation
procedure until estimates of sufficient quality are given. Still, it can happen that a cou-
pling coefficient with the true maximum value is discarded from the set of candidates in
the second stage of the algorithm, which explains the small deviation from the targeted
performance. The cost of achieving the performance can be measured in terms of the
total number of transmitted training samples, which is the sum of all samples send over
all beam pair combinations, depicted in Fig. 3.4, and the number of feedbacks, which has
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Figure 3.5: Number of required feedbacks for M -ary hypothesis test for M = 32. While the normal
composite test uses always one feedback due to the two staged nature of the algorithm, the number of
feedbacks for the extended algorithm is rising with decreasing SNR in order to increase the estimation
quality of the parameters. (Source: [KRF19] c⃝ 2019 IEEE).
to be sent from the receiver back to the transmitter to resend a training sequence (Fig.
3.5).
We compare the total length of the training sequence of the composite test with the
length of the sequence for a genie test assuming perfect knowledge of the amplitudes Ai
and variance σ2, which is designed to achieve the targeted performance. It can be seen
that the length of the genie test is varying not only with the distance but also with the
number of competing amplitudes. In general, less probing is needed in the case of angle
combination φ2, as this AoA and AoD combination results in larger competing coupling
coefficients, which also contribute to the normalized amplitude in the error event. The
needed length of the training sequence for the composite test is rising with decreasing
SNR but stays constant at a certain small SNR level. That can be explained by the fact
that the predefined estimation training signal length Ñs limits the estimation quality.
In contrast to the genie test, the length of the composite test remains almost equal in
the case of more competing amplitudes. The extended composite test needs a comparably
large amount of training samples as needed by the standard composite test. However, Fig.
3.5 shows that up to 3 feedbacks are needed for the extended algorithm for the smallest
SNR condition in contrast to one feedback for the standard algorithm. The choice of
which composite algorithm to use is dependent on the application. While the proposed
extended composite algorithm almost achieves the prespecified targeted performance, the
additional feedbacks may cause latency issues in some applications as the signal has to
be sent with high coding effort or a different, already established link.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we bring the beam selection problem to a mathematical context by proving
that the beam selection problem can be formulated as an M -ary hypothesis test. Inves-
tigating the properties of the test, we gave some insight into the challenges of the beam
selection problem. Assuming only knowledge of the expected SNR range at the receiver,
we designed two composite tests using the GLRT approach and showed that the theory
of the hypothesis test could be used to design the minimum needed length of the training
signal for achieving the desired selection performance in a beam selection scenario.
Chapter 4
Millimeter Wave Testbed
As presented in the last chapters, reasonable theoretical work has been done to enable
mmW communications. This work has however been scarcely considered in practice for
cellular systems. The standards IEEE 802.15c [IEEb] and IEEE 802.11.ad [IEEa] with im-
provement IEEE 802.11ay propose a wireless personal area network (WPAN) and wireless
local area network (WLAN) standard, respectively. Nonetheless, not many devices are
available yet. The WLAN approach also imposes different requirements in terms of reli-
ability and mobility support than a cellular system. Most notably, a cellular system has
to reliably provide a minimum quality of service (QoS), while WLAN systems are less
strict in this domain. Currently, the use of mmW cellular communications is going to be
standardized as 5G new radio (NR) by 3GPP [v1518b]. Nevertheless, the scarce public
availability of performance results of mmW beamforming algorithms in a cellular context
motivated the generation of a mmW testbed.
In this chapter, we will introduce the mmW real-time demonstrator platform, which
was designed and created in the scope of the EU-funded project Beyond 2020 Het-
erogeneous Wireless Network with Millimeter Wave Small Cell Access and Backhaul-
ing (MiWaveS). The project contained 14 contributing partners, amongst them 2 (National
Instruments (NI) and Technische Universität Dresden (TUD)) contributed to the plat-
form, which will be presented here. The goal of this section is to give an understanding
of the framework, used by the author for the implementation of the beam alignment and
beam tracking algorithms, which will be introduced in detail in the later chapters. In order
to provide transparency in the contribution of the author, we first give an introduction
and background information on the structure of the demonstrator and summarize the
achievements of the author in section 4.3. The different tasks for the parties were:
• NI: System and concept design of the demonstrator. physical layer (PHY) and media
access control layer (MAC) design and implementation in FPGA and real-time com-
puter.
• TUD (the work of the author): Implementation of beam alignment and beam track-
ing algorithms as part of the MAC real-time computer implementation.
In order to understand the necessity of a testbed, it is important to distinguish different
levels of demonstrations, which differ in terms of complexity and properties. We assume
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Figure 4.1: Different types of demonstrators.
a single-link demonstrator with one transmitter and one receiver in the context of mmW
communications. Corresponding visualizations are presented in Fig. 4.1.
Single Shot Demonstrator. A single-shot demonstrator allows to transmit and receive
a predefined waveform over the air. Possible adjustments of the RF settings and the
beams used for transmission and reception have to be defined beforehand and cannot
be adjusted in real time. The preprocessing and all post-processing are computed offline
and commonly performed using high precision floating point mathematical operations.
The demonstrator is able to fundamentally test the ability of the communications of the
channel, using the real RF hardware and antennas. Using high-quality analog equipment,
also channel measurements are possible.
Single Link Real Time Demonstrator. If the creation of the transmit signal, the
preprocessing and the postprocessing is done in real-time, the demonstrator is able to
show continuous stream transmission, which is closer to real applications. As the post- and
preprocessing is commonly done in fixed point arithmetics, it also shows that PHY and
beamforming algorithms can be realized in practice with limited precision arithmetics.
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That can be demonstrated, e.g., by a real-time video link transmission. However, the
missing feedback sets limitations for the realization of precoding algorithms which need
feedback and limits the scenario to be static.
Closed Loop Real Time Demonstrator. A demonstrator implementing a closed
loop real-time transmission is most demanding, as not only the preprocessing and post-
processing have to be realized in fixed-point arithmetic, but they also have to be fast
enough to enable a closed loop processing. Additionally, some MAC processing is required
to schedule resources between downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) phases, especially in time
division duplex (TDD) systems. Thus the practical use of beamforming algorithms can
be demonstrated including the effect of time-delayed channel feedback. Also, it is possible
to demonstrate beam tracking algorithms in a non-static environment.
4.1 Prior Experimental Work
There are already experiments for mmW communications described in the literature.
However, most of the results are obtained for a unidirectional non-real time prototype,
targeting WLAN like applications, or are poorly described in terms of the underlying
algorithms [IKS+15a,KLO+15,KLO+15]. Cellular systems have different requirements for
QoS, the stability of the communication also in non line of sight (NLOS) and mobility
scenarios compared to WLAN systems, which is rarely considered in practice yet.
Demonstrators for tracking experiments were used in the 28 GHz regime by [OOA+15,
OIA+16], while demonstrators for the 70 GHz band for cellular type application were used
in [IKS+15b, IKO+15,YIS+16, IYK+17] (closed loop single carrier (SC) communications,
but one-sided search).
The unavailability of a real-time closed-loop demonstrator motivates the creation of
such a system, where beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms can be implemented
and tested under real-world constraints like RF impairments and the unavailability of
instantaneous CSI. Due to the complexity of such a system and the unavailability of more
advanced RF equipment, it was decided that the system should use an analog beamforming
design.
4.2 General Structure of the Demonstrator
Each node of the demonstrator consists of two main parts: the baseband and the
transceiver and antenna part. Additionally, an external PC is used to visualize the status
of the system. However, the external PC does not influence communication. The structure
of these parts can be summarized as:
• Digital Baseband System
– Several field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) process main parts of the
received data of the ADC and prepare the modulation of the transmit signal
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via the digital to analog converter (DAC). ADC and DAC are each directly
connected to the FPGAs via a plug connection. All the modules are part of a
chassis and can communicate via PCI extensions for instrumentation (PXI).
– One real-time computer (NI) is used per node to perform the MAC layer func-
tionality and some PHY layer control functionality. As it is also connected
to the PXI bus, the communication between the real-time computer and the
FPGAs can be done in real-time.
• Transceiver and Antenna System
– A transceiver (up and down-converter), which converts the baseband signal to
the passband for the transmission and vice versa for the reception path.
– A steerable phased array consisting of physically separated 12 antenna elements
for the transmission and 12 elements for the reception (see Fig. 4.2c).
– An interface card, which converts the control commands of the baseband to a
signal which is suited to drive the phased array and select the respective beam.
It is also responsible for the transmission of the TDD switching signal.
– A power supply for the interface card and the antenna.
• External Computer System
– The external computer hosts the LabVIEW based user interface that monitors
and adjusts MAC parameters, and is connected via Ethernet with the PXI
chassis.
The main parts will explain in more detail in the following sections.
4.2.1 Digital Baseband System
The baseband of the system was implemented using the programming language LabVIEW.
In order to fulfill the real-time requirements, a large part of the PHY was implemented
on FPGAs, while the MAC and a small portion of the PHY was implemented using a
real-time computer. Both components, FPGAs, and real-time computer were combined in
a chassis, which is equipped with a backplane enabling high-speed wired communications
between the individual components.
NI PXI 1085 chassis. The chassis connects the real-time PC and FPGAs and clock
modules (see Fig. 4.4). The chassis has 18 slots. The modules can communicate with a
rate of 1.6 GB/s in both directions.
Signal Generator NI PXI 5652. The signal generator generates the sampling clocks
for the ADC and DAC.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the demonstrator
ADC NI 5771. The ADC receives single-ended I/Q samples with a sampling rate of
1.5 GHz. The resolution is 8 bit. The ADC module is directly attached to a FPGA which
performs the equalization and synchronization.
DAC AT 1212. The DAC generates samples at a rate of 1.24 GHz and provides a
differential output. The DAC is directly attached to a FPGA, which is responsible for the
modulation and pulse shaping.
FPGA NI 7975R. The NI 7975R card connects a Xilinx Kintex 7 FPGA to the PXI
chassis. In this demonstrator, this device is used to perform heavy computational tasks
like modulation, demodulation, coding, and decoding. In total, 7 of these (or FPGA cards
with comparable performance) are used per node of the demonstrator.
I/O Module NI 6583. The module connects the baseband with the phased-array
antenna control board using 35 single ended and 19 low voltage differential signaling
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(LVDS) channels. The module can operate at a frequency up to 200 MHz, which makes it
possible to transmit the information corresponding to the beam index close to real-time.
Meinberg GPS Clock. For each node of the demonstrator, we use a Meinberg global
positioning system (GPS) clock which provides a high-precision 10 MHz reference signal
to the PXI chassis and all modules. By using that clock, we mitigate the carrier frequency
mismatch that results from deviations of the sampling clocks of the ADCs and DACs
of different nodes. The remaining frequency offset can be covered by standard carrier
frequency offset (CFO) correction algorithms for single carrier systems.
The demonstrator uses null cyclic prefix single carrier (NCP-SC) modulation, which
has been regarded a promising candidate waveform for mmW cellular communications
[GTC+14b, CGK+13] before the decision of the 3GPP consortium to use OFDM for
NR [v1417a]. The advantage of single carrier modulation over OFDM in the context
of mmW communications is especially the lower sensitivity to CFO and lower peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR), which enables the use of cheaper power amplifiers. Although
just one power amplifier is used in the demonstrator, possibly every antenna element needs
a power amplifier due to the high loss of the beamforming network or the phase shifters
and the large power gains for larger transmission distances, which are needed for outdoor
cellular ranges. One also has to keep in mind that, since much larger bandwidths than in
traditional cellular systems may be used, the decrease of cost by using nonlinear amplifiers
may be significant. Nonetheless, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no specific cost
analysis is available in the literature.
One advantage of using nulls in the guard interval instead of the cyclic prefix (CP) is
the availability of short transmission breaks in each fast Fourier transform (FFT) block.
These short periods could be used for switching the beams. However, as the implementa-
tion and hardware of the prototype system allow the steering in a timescale of several µ
seconds, a time duration of 10 blocks is used to switch the beam, corresponding to 6.8µs.
One single-carrier block consists of 512 samples, which is also the FFT size. A part of
the block, namely 32 samples are taken as the guard interval. One hundred fifty blocks
are grouped as a time division multiplex (TDM) slot, which has similar properties as the
3GPP long term evolution (LTE) transmission time interval (TTI). The beams can be
changed in each TDM slot. 200 TDM slots yield a radio frame as largest entity which is
processed by the MAC protocol.
Fig. 4.3 shows a simplified illustration of the data flow through the MAC and PHY
protocol. At the AP the beam steering algorithm decides for which beams to probe next.
The scheduler assigns the data slots and the modulation coding schemes (MCS) for the
transmission in the uplink and the downlink. After Turbo encoding, modulation and
pulse-shaping, the radio frame is transmitted. The UD receives the signal and processes
it digitally at the FPGA, where also the channel synchronization and equalization takes
place. After the Turbo decoder, the downlink channel is estimated for each beam-pair
which were probed during the radio frame and stored in the beam steering database. These
measurements will be used for the beam steering later on. After the control messages are
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Figure 4.3: Simplified presentation of the PHY and MAC processing of the AP and UD.
decoded, the next uplink radio frame is generated, which undergoes the same procedure
of turbo encoding and modulation at the PHY implementation of the FPGA of the UD.
After reception of the uplink signal and processing of the PHY at the receiver of the
AP, the channel of each pilot TDM slot (beam pair) will be measured and stored in the
beam steering database. Note that the previously taken downlink measurement will be
transmitted back to the AP by a robust control channel using one-sided beamforming
and stored in the database. The beam steering algorithm can access this data in the next
step. The round-trip delay amounts to three radio frames. The beam steering algorithm
has to decide the beams for three radio frames in advance.
4.2.2 Transceiver and Antenna
In the demonstrator, an off-the-shelf integrated circuit (IC) of Sibeams (SIL6340) was
used, which contains the up- and down-conversion, phase shifters, twelve separate antenna
elements for the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The transceiver IC was integrated
on a circuit board, which also contains the reference clock. The usage of independent
integrated clocks for the AP and UD node placed special demands on the implemented
synchronization algorithm. The transceiver board is connected with a flex cable to an
interface board, which provides power supply and control and signal interface via standard
SubMiniature version A (SMA) connectors. As the output of the ADC is single-ended and
the input of the interface board needs a differential signal input, this has to be adjusted
using Baluns, and the level is adjusted using low noise amplifiers. The twelve antenna
elements are placed in two horizontal rows with five elements each and a third row with
two elements. Therefore, five elements form the beam characteristics for the azimuthal
beamwidth while the three rows define the beamwidth in the elevation. The transceiver
is used in TDD mode, which means that either the transmitting or the receiving part
is active. The switching between the transmit and receive chain takes about 2 µs. Each
phase shifter has a resolution of 2 bits. To set up the phase shifters, after reception of the
control signal, 100 ns are needed. Additionally to the usage of all antenna elements, also
only one element can be used to provide a beam which covers about 60◦ of the azimuthal
range. The transceiver is able to operate to at all four IEEE 802.11ad bands, while we
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Table 4.1: System parameters
Parameters Values
Sampling rate DAC 1250 MHz
Sampling rate ADC 1500 MHz
Bandwidth/ Symbol rate 750 MHz
Block length 512 symbols
Block duration 682.7 ns
Guard length per block 21 symbols
Guard duration per block 42.7 ns
Slot length 150 blocks
Slot duration 102.4 µs
Guard length per slot 10 blocks
Pilot length per slot 1 blocks
Data length per slot 138 blocks
Radio frame length 200 slots
Radio frame duration 20.48 ms
Duplex TDD
Modulation Scheme Single Carrier
Carrier Frequency 62.64 GHz
Azimuthal Antenna Elements (TX & RX) 5
Antenna Codebook Size 25
Antenna Scan Range ± 60◦
HPBW 36 ◦
Antenna array 
& down-
conversion
Antenna 
power supply
PXI chassis 
with real-time 
PC and 
FPGAs
Figure 4.4: One node of the demonstrator. Eight cables re needed to connect the differential I and Q
paths of the transmitter and receiver.
use the 62.64 GHz carrier frequency here.
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4.3 Author’s Contribution
The author’s contribution to the demonstrator was to implement the beam steering algo-
rithms for static (beam alignment) and dynamic (beam tracking) scenarios.
4.3.1 Antenna Measurements
In order to design the beam algorithms and to define how robust they have to be in terms
from imperfections with regard to the beam patterns, we performed a power measurement
in an anechoic chamber. For this test, we used a predefined beam pattern codebook of 25
azimuthal beams, whose main lobes are roughly equidistantly distributed over the angular
range of −60◦ to 60◦ in 5◦ steps. Additionally, to the directional beams, the beam-shape
of a single antenna element was measured. It served later on as fall-back candidate for
control message transmission as a so-called ”wide beam”. For the measurements, we used
a reference horn antenna of 25 dBi gain as transmit antenna (for Rx measurements) and
receive antenna (for Tx measurements) with a small beamwidth. We measured the patterns
using a single sine signal at 500 MHz offset to the center frequency of 62.64 GHz. The
distance between the reference horn antenna and the phased array antenna was chosen in
such a way that both antennas operated in the far field. With a maximal aperture size
less than 3 cm, the far field distance amounts to dfarfield,min = 2D
2
λ
≈ 0.4m [Ban99], so that
the distance of 1m between phased array and horn antenna is sufficient for both antennas
to receive the electromagnetic waves in the far-field.
The setup for measuring the transmit beam patterns is depicted in Fig. 4.5a. In order
to have full control to the input signal, we generated the sine with a signal generator
and inserted it directly to the input of the phased array transceiver board, while the
antenna board was controlled by the baseband. The reference horn antenna received the
transmitted signal and a frequency analyzer stored the received power for each frequency
bin inside the targeted bandwidth with a resolution of 30 kHz. Subsequently, the frequency
value point having the maximum power was chosen as the received value in order to
compensate for the effect of the carrier frequency offset. This measurement was repeated
by rotating the phased array in steps of 2◦ azimuthal angle from −85◦ to 85◦ for one beam.
This procedure was reiterated for each of the 25 transmit beams and the wide beam.
The setup for the receive beam measurements is sketched in Fig. 4.5b. The transmit
signal was fed into the reference horn antenna, and the phased array received the signal,
subsequently post-processed by the signal analyzer in a similar way as described before.
Also, the antenna was rotated in the same way as before, and the measurement was
repeated for all elements of the receive beam codebook. Fig 4.5c shows a picture of the
setup in the anechoic chamber.
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Figure 4.5: Characterization of phased array.
Evaluation. The results of the measurements, exemplarily shown for some selected
beam patterns in Fig. 4.6a and Fig. 4.6b, reveal that the transmit and receive patterns
are significantly different. While the transmit beams have a side-lobe-level by about -12
dB to -9 dB, the receive beams have a side-lobe level by about -6 dB to -3 dB compared
to the main lobe. The measurements also reveal that the gain of the main lobe decreases
with the steering angle by -5 dB for transmitter and receiver. However, the main-lobes
steering direction has a small error towards the targeted direction. The relation of the
large beamwidth of about 30◦ and the small difference of the main lobe directions between
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Figure 4.6: Antenna measurements for several nominal steering angles.
adjacent beams of 5◦ lead to a large overlapping between adjacent beams. The measure-
ments will help us to interpret the results of the measurement campaign of the beam
steering algorithms. Additionally, we compared the measured beams with beams whose
patterns are derived by theoretical investigations assuming an ULA of 5 antenna elements
with distance ds = λ2 . A visual comparison is depicted in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that
the transmit beams are relatively close to the theoretical assumption, while the receiver
beams suffer significantly more from large side lobes. It is also observed that the match
between theoretical and measured patterns decreases for large steering angles w.r.t. the
array normal (e.g. steering to 60◦ in Fig. 4.7b). The side lobes of the receive patterns for
the maximum steering angle have nearly the same gain as the main lobe.
4.3.2 Implementation Strategy
The implementation of beam steering algorithms in a complete system brings special
challenges due to the limitation of processing power and time and the bad debugging
capabilities which result from the need for real-time processing and closed-loop opera-
tion. Therefore, we pursued several steps for the implementation process (see Fig. 4.8 for
reference):
1. Non-real-time Matlab implementation of the algorithm using a simulated channel.
After designing the algorithms, we implemented it to an easy-to-debug Matlab envi-
ronment. Therefore we used a simulated channel according to the results of Chapter
1. The implementation is done in floating point numbers and non-closed loop.
2. Implementation in a LabVIEW framework (fixed point) using defined interfaces and
simulated channel (beam steering integration environment). As a second step, we
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of simulated and measured beams.
implemented the algorithms into a simulation of the MAC protocol of the system in
LabVIEW. The measurements were given in fixed-point values, and the interfaces
to the protocol were the same as in the real system. We used a simulated channel
in LabVIEW and just considered a downlink connection with the assumption of
perfect feedback. This step allows us to test the actual implementation for the
real-time computer in a non-real-time environment. The beam steering integration
environment executes the beam steering protocol related functionality of the MAC
layer but abstracts layer one and its control in a channel model. This implementation
was tested using simulated channel realizations. This first step allows to debug
and test the beam steering protocol. In addition, it allows to test and optimize
the execution time of the beam steering algorithm by running the beam steering
integration environment on the real-time controller.
3. Real-time implementation using a LabVIEW framework, using FPGA PHY imple-
mentation and a real-world channel. The LabVIEW implementation was moved to
the real-time system and tested.
4.3.3 Beam-Steering Wrapper
An interface to connect the beam steering algorithms to the rest of the MAC layer im-
plementation was defined in joined work with NI. Due to the high noise figure at the
transmitter, we were only able to use power measurements of the channel (instead of SNR
measurements). In order to implement the actual algorithm, we designed a wrapper func-
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Figure 4.8: Design process of beamforming algorithms for the demonstrator.
tion to encapsulate the actual beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms, to translate
and store given inputs for use in the algorithm and to convert the outputs to match the
predefined structures and take care about feedback generation. Thus, the beam align-
ment and beam tracking algorithms are separated from administrative tasks and have to
perform the mathematical operation only. The wrapper defines the consecutive steps the
algorithm has to accomplish in case of anticipated or unexpected measurement inputs.
Additionally, the wrapper specifies the order of the algorithms and the completion of the
probing if the alignment is successfully concluded. Due to the above-mentioned difference
in the transmit and receive patterns, we were not able to assume channel reciprocity. For
this reason, we performed the beam steering algorithm independently for the DL and
the UL. As mentioned before, a bidirectional control channel is needed as the UD is not
allowed to perform any decisions. It is not ensured that a connection between AP and UD
(and vice versa) can be established throughout a radio frame in training mode while the
beam steering is active. Thus the control data is transmitted using directional beams at
the transmitter and wide beams at the receiver. This control link can be easily established
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in one radio frame by a one-sided exhaustive search using fewer beam combinations. Thus
the control message uses heavy coding to compensate for the larger path-loss. The usage
of the wide-beams can be avoided by allowing beam steering processing in the UD or
using a secondary link via a different carrier frequency, as it is proposed in NR for the
non-standalone case [v1518a].
The structure of the wrapper is sketched in Fig. 4.9. The idea and structure of the
LabVIEW implementation for the real-time computer will be presented briefly. At first,
the interface is transformed in order to meet the requirements and preferred data structure
of the algorithm (A). Then another wrapper for downlink and uplink probing and mea-
surement processing is called in parallel. Note that the downlink and the uplink wrappers
are actually the same LabVIEW program (called virtual instrument (VI) in LabVIEW),
which can be used in parallel. After the UL and DL wrappers are processed, the Output
(e.g., the beam schedule) is again transformed to meet the requirements of the interface.
In parallel, the internal memory cluster is written to a feedback node.
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Figure 4.9: Beam-steering wrapper.
UL/DL Wrapper. The UL/DL wrapper is the actual core module, responsible for the
beam steering. It interprets measurements, generates schedules for the beam alignment
and beam tracking algorithms. It processes the stored parameters and channel measure-
ments and outputs the schedule for the correct radio frame.
1. Check wide beam alignment. The program checks the availability of a working control
channel and reports it to the next blocks. The scheduling is done by the split-
measurement block. Initially, a one-sided full search is applied for DL and UL, and
after initialization, the best narrow TX beam and the neighboring ones are probed
every radio frame, to increase stability in the connection (Fig. 4.10).
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2. Update SNR table. This block updates the internal SNR table measurements.
3. State Machine. The task of this VI is to decide on the correct state of the algorithm,
which has to be processed depending on the history and available measurements.
The main purpose is to monitor which are implemented using several consecutive
stages (e.g., the gradient-based beam alignment algorithm, see Section 5.6).
4. Check SNR. The check SNR code block’s purpose is to check whether the required
SNR or received power values are successfully received by the AP in order to proceed
with the next step of the algorithm. Therefore, the schedule history buffer is used
to obtain information about the probed beam pair indices. If not all values are
received, a schedule list with missing measurements will be given for rescheduling.
The measurement check will also filter non-valid beam indexes.
5. Beam alignment. The beam alignment code block is the heart of the wrapper and
will execute one of the actual alignment algorithms. The algorithm VI has to be
called several times in order to fulfill its task (e.g., a schedule has to be created,
and the measurements have to be processed in the simplest case). All relevant sta-
tus information is given with input and output variables, which are stored in the
memory. Detailed information about the beam alignment implementation is given
in Sec. 5.6.
6. Beam tracking. The beam tracking code block is responsible for applying the tracking
algorithms similar as in the beam alignment code block. The tracking will exclusively
be executed if the alignment is finished. More details are given in Sec. 6.2.
7. Split measurements. The block splits the beam pair indices which are determined to
be probed into a part which is probed in the next radio frame and a buffer. Also,
the code includes beams for a continuous check of the wide beam connection and
the current target beam to the schedule list in order to increase the robustness of
the connection. Thus, even if the current beam probing schedule does not allow
a stable connection, the current target beam and the wide beam connection will
provide sufficient robustness of communications.
Downlink Uplink
Figure 4.10: Wide beam search scheme.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the mmW real-time demonstrator. We presented the struc-
ture of the demonstrator and sketched the goals of the implementation. The demonstrator
is able to demonstrate a cellular communication in the mmW band using directional, elec-
trically steerable antennas, a full real-time PHY implementation mainly based on FPGAs
and a real-time MAC implementation in a real-time computer. The system supports
variable MCS modulation and thus data rates from 147 Mbit/s to 2318 Mbit/s. It uses
bidirectional TDD closed loop communication. In the second part of the chapter, we in-
troduced the contribution of the author on the demonstrator precisely. Measurements of
the steerable antennas in the anechoic chamber showed that the patterns of the antennas
are subject to impairments. Significant deviations compared to theoretical ideal patterns
have to be considered in the case of the receive beam patterns. The system was used for
demonstrating beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms.
Chapter 5
Beam Alignment for Millimeter
Wave Low-Cost Systems
In Chapter 2, we showed that the goal of precoding and combining for a general MIMO
system is to increase the achievable data rate and that this problem is equivalent to a
search for a beam combination which receives the highest power in the case of an ABF
system. In the previous chapter, we showed how a practical system for mmW commu-
nications could be designed. Due to implementation impairments and the high cost of
high-frequency hardware, it is likely that commercial systems for mmW communications
also will use the ABF system with codebook based antenna arrays.
One fundamental question is how to apply a reliable training procedure to find the
beam pair that will give the best receive power most efficiently, i.e., using a short time
period. This problem is commonly referred to as to beam alignment. Using the theory of
the multiple hypothesis tests, we already showed in Chapter 3 how to design the length
of the training signal in the case of perfect CSI and proposed a heuristic method to find
the length of the signal in the case of no channel knowledge. However, up until now,
we assumed to train all possible beam combinations at least once. For outdoor cellular
systems, the required antenna gain is high. Consequently, the beamwidth has to be small.
Therefore, in order to enable communications in every direction, a large number of beams
has to be considered in the codebooks and thus in the beam alignment procedure. The
training time increases quadratically as the cardinality of the antennas on both sides of
the link increase. Thus the question arises, whether all beam pairs have to be probed, or
if it is sufficient to probe just a subset of all possibilities.
In this chapter, we develop two algorithms to solve this problem. After theoretical anal-
ysis, we implement one of these beam alignment algorithms in the testbed and demonstrate
the effectiveness of a suitable algorithm experimentally.
5.1 Beam Alignment Problem
As before we consider the system with beam switching ULA antennas at the transmitter
and at the receiver with codebooks F̃rf and W̃rf , respectively, where the steering vectors
are assumed to be sorted according to their main lobe direction, and use a SC-FDE. We
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omit the subscript from now on for better readability. A scheme of the system is shown
in Fig. 3.1. Therefore we can use the narrow-band channel model described in Sec. 2.2.
Let us repeat the receive signal of the ABF (2.74) for further use
y[ns] = wHl Hfks[ns] + wHl n[ns]. (5.1)
We want to maximize the receive power, thus we give an optimization problem for a given
sample time ns (︂
k̂, l̂
)︂
= arg max
fk∈F̃
wl∈W̃
|y(k, l)|2⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
J(k,l)
= arg max
fk(φtxk )∈F̃
wl(φrxl )∈W̃
⃓⃓⃓
y(φtxk , φrxl )
⃓⃓⃓2
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
J(φtx
k
,φrx
l
)
. (5.2)
As stated in Section 2.5, the solutions in literature for solving this problem for ABF
systems with a fixed codebook are beam sweeping techniques that measure beam combina-
tion to cover all pointing or steering directions to obtain complete implicit channel knowl-
edge. Besides the most simple exhaustive search, the alignment can also be implemented
in a hierarchical manner [Wan09], leveraging wide beams in the beginning. This method
was adopted in standards such as IEEE 805.15.ac [IEEb] and IEEE 802.11ad [IEEa] for
static indoor communication. As the use of wider beams requires larger spreading factors
(length of the training sequences), the necessary search time will still be large compared
to other approaches.
We can interpret the receive power J(φtxk , φrxl ) as a function of two variables which,
given a channel realization H, is dependent on the steering of the main lobe of the trans-
mitter beam φtxk and the steering of the main lobe of the receiver beam φrxl . As we assume
to use codebooks with limited numbers of possible steering angles for both the transmitter
and the receiver side, the arguments of this function are discrete. However, the function
can be understood as a sampled version of a continuous function Jcont(φtx, φrx) with con-
tinuous steering angles using the same definition for Jcont as for J , but letting K → ∞
and L → ∞ . Unfortunately, we cannot assume this function to be strictly convex or con-
cave for two reasons. First, several MPCs will result in several maxima of this function.
Second, even for one MPC, the shape of the angular beam pattern is non-convex. Thus
each combination of beam patterns will also be non-convex. The physical interpretation of
this fact becomes evident by considering a transmit main lobe steered towards a receiver
side-lobe, which will give a maximum in the power function. For this reason, traditional
convex optimization techniques cannot be directly applied to this problem.
In the following, we evaluate two approaches to cope with this problem.
The first approach is based on ”black-box-algorithms”, a term describing mathematical
algorithms which solve optimization problems by considering no apriori information about
the function to be maximized or minimized. The particular feature of some of these
algorithms is the ability to find the global extremum of non-convex functions due to the
heuristic approach.
The second approach is to explore the function coarsely to be sure to search in the
region around the global maximum and then to use obtained gradient information to
approach the global maximum of J(φtxk , φrxl ).
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Both algorithms work adaptively, and thus will require feedback for control of the
beams from receiver to transmitter. However, data can only be transmitted after the
alignment is completed. In this work, we assume a secondary link, which will forward
control information even if the alignment phase is not finished. While this can be a
lower frequency data link for commercial scenarios, we use a wide-beam connection in the
testbed for this purpose.
In the following section, we will start with the first approach and evaluate its perfor-
mance.
5.2 Black Box Based Algorithm
By using the SNR as performance indicator and the number of beam indices as degrees of
freedom, we can convert the problem into a discrete optimization problem with incomplete
sampling. Because the channel characteristic is not known in advance, we lack of a specific
mathematical description of the optimization function, thus we utilize so called ”black-
box optimization” algorithms for a solution. Here the receive signal for given sample ns
is a function solely of the steering vectors
y(φtxk , φrxl ) = wH(φrxl )Hf(φtxk )s+ wH(φrxl )n⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
black box
. (5.3)
We convert the maximization problem into a minimization problem by changing the
sign of the expression in order to use existing convex optimization algorithms
(φtxmin, φrxmin) = arg min
φrx
l
,φrx
k
(c0 − |y(φtxk , φrxl )|2)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
cost function Jmin(φtxk ,φ
rx
l
)
(5.4)
c0 = max
k,l
|y(φtxk , φrxl )|2. (5.5)
Employing the cost function Jmin(φtxk , φrxl ) allows us to take advantage of existing black
box optimization algorithms.
Black box algorithms are solving an optimization problem for not analytically known
functions by only using observations given by known excitations of the system. This
problem is exhaustively covered in mathematical literature [Sch11, Hem10]. According
to this literature, subdividing optimization problems into categories will help to find a
suitable algorithm for solving the given task. The first distinction is whether derivative
information can be obtained and if it is reliable or not. The second categorization applies to
the fact, whether it is ”cheap” or ”expensive” to obtain a single observation/evaluation of
the cost function. In our case, the derivative information can be numerically approximated
but is usually unreliable [Hem10, p. 12]. Also it is clear that one evaluation of the cost
function is expensive, as it implies a change of the current beam indices.
For the first reason, we focus on derivative-free black box algorithms, which can be
coarsely subdivided into three categories.
Meta-heuristic search algorithms use a stochastic approach in order to generate sets
of new candidate points for observation from already evaluated candidates [Hem10][p.13].
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Most well-known black-box optimization techniques as the so-called genetic algorithms
and evolutionary algorithms (for example from Goldberg and Holland for the first group
and Beyer and Schwefel for the latter) are part of this category. However, they are not
suited to address our problem, as they are designed to optimize functions with ”cheap
observations”, they usually need hundreds of evaluations in order to discover an optimum.
Additionally, most of them assume a continuous variable space.
The second category of derivative-free black box algorithms, called deterministic sam-
pling, makes use of deterministic approaches to find new candidates of points to evaluate.
A prominent representative of this group is the DIRECT algorithm [Hem10][p. 17]. As
before, as these algorithms are designed to solve functions with cheap observations, they
seem not suitable for our problem.
In contrast to the previous two approaches, metamodel based black box algorithms
are designed for expensive cost functions. Most of them use surrogate models designed
from previous iterations in order to obtain new candidates for evaluation, which in turn
are used for optimizing the model. Detailed information about this topic and a survey
about available algorithms can be found in [Sch11], [Hem10, p.18ff].
Among these algorithms, the metamodel based black box algorithms, Wang et al.
[WSW04] proposed a mode pursuing sampling method (MPS), which has been success-
fully applied to many benchmark problems [SWE08]. However, despite its excellent per-
formance, it can not be directly applied to the problem as it is initially designed for the
continuous variable space. Sarif et al. [SWE08] adapted the C-MPS algorithm for the
discrete domain, obtaining good estimations for the optimum by using moderate numbers
of evaluations for some exemplary functions. Consequently, we will utilize this algorithm
in order to find the best beam combination between transmitter and receiver.
5.2.1 Mode-Pursuing Sampling Method for Discrete Variable
Space
The concept of the mode pursuing sampling method for a discrete variable space (D-
MPS, [SWE08]) is to achieve a balance between exploration of possible new optima and
exploitation of discovered optima regions. Based on this approach, there are two regions
(circles/hyperspheres) of candidates for the variable pair φtxk , φrxl , denoted by D1 and D2
respectively. Circle D1 starts with a small initial radius increasing, if evaluations in this
sphere lead to an improvement, while the initial large radius of the second circle area will
do the contrary. A linear line spline fitting function is used to build up a model of the
function based on past evaluations of the function. Note that the evaluation of the cost
function represents a beam change of initiator and responder, sending and receiving the
training data, while an iteration corresponds to several m evaluations and one feedback
over the secondary link. Table 5.1 gives a list of the used parameters. The algorithm is
summarized as follows:
• Step 1: All parameters, especially the radii, have to be initialized to default values
(Tab. 1).
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• Step 2: For initial points of several values of φtxk and φrxl , the function J(φtxk , φrxl )
is evaluated in order to get a baseline for the model. Contrary to [SWE08], this is
done by using a coarse initial search which allows to equidistantly explore the angle
space of the cost function. The minimum of the found values are regarded as center
of the two circle areas from now on.
• Step 3: Performs the basic D-MPS algorithm.
– Step 3.1: From each of the circular regions of valid arguments φtxk and φrxl , Nch2
arguments are chosen randomly but not evaluated by probing. They now form
the set of cheap points.
– Step 3.2: The model of the two dimensional curve is approximated by a
spline interpolation by using the existing expensive and actually evaluated
points/beam pairs.
– Step 3.3: In this step, the spline model helps to determine the most promising
beam index candidates (expensive points of the cost function), which will be
evaluated, i.e. the beam pairs are probed. The information of which beam
to probe will be forwarded from the decision unit to the transceivers by the
secondary link.
• Step 4: The evaluated m expensive points from the last step will be added to the list
of known points. From this list, the current minimum of the cost function J(φtxk , φrxl )
and the corresponding arguments φtxk and φrxl have to be specified. This point will
serve as the center for the circles furthermore.
• Step 5: This step actually performs the double circle strategy by changing the radii.
– If the last step discovered a new minimum: increase the radius of the smaller
circle to 1/α, reduce the radius of the bigger circle by α
– If there were no improvements in the last nα iterations: reduce the smaller
radius by 1/α, increase the bigger radius by α
– Check borders (minimum radius and maximum radius) of the radii and restrict
them to the nearest one.
• Step 6: Define new circles by using new radii and center points. Check whether the
maximum iteration is reached. Otherwise, go to step 3.
Fig. 5.1 shows a contour plot of an example cost function. Several MPCs cause several
minima of the cost function. The evaluations show that the algorithm is able to step from
a non-optimal minimum to the desired minimum. That explains the advantage of this
algorithm over strict gradient-based algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: Cost function J(φtx, φrx) and evaluations (black) and final result (red). It can be seen that
due to the double hypersphere, a local extremum was dismissed due to the global optimum. (Source:
[KCF16] c⃝ 2016 IEEE).
Table 5.1: Parameters set of the algorithm. Standard values are used if not stated differently.
Description Parameter Value
cost function J(φtxk,kit , φ
rx
l,kit
)
model for the cost function constructed by interpolation Ĵ(φtxk,kit , φ
rx
l,kit
)
radius of the normed hypersphere S Rs
radius of the normed hypersphere R Rb
part of the discrete variable set of J S(J)
number of cheap points per iteration using model Nch 30
number of initial expensive points/evaluations mexp,init 24
number of expensive points/evaluations per iteration mexp 4
number of iterations nit 4
coefficient for increasing and decreasing the radii α
number of beams in the angle space φtx ∈ {0, π} Btx 16
number of beams in the angle space φrx ∈ {0, π} Brx 16
number of transmit antenna elements Ntx 8
number of receive antenna elements Nrx 8
5.2.2 Simulation Results
We aim to reduce the number of beam changes and thus time, which is needed in order
to find the best beam combination. As no existing beam alignment algorithm is known to
cope with the restrictions of codebook based ABF except exhaustive search, we will use it
as a baseline for our investigations. The performance measure in the absence of noise is the
normalized gain, which is defined as the received power using a beam combination found
with the proposed algorithm, normalized by the highest achievable received power by using
the best beam combination. We take into account the channel described before with a
static channel scenario using 8 antenna elements and 16 angular equidistant distributed
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(b) 24 initial evaluations.
Figure 5.2: The achieved gain in dependence of the number of iterations and the number of evaluations
per iteration (m). Mean over 2000 channel realizations. The gain is normalized w.r.t the gain achieved
by the exhaustive search algorithm. Neval = 40.(Source: [KCF16] c⃝ 2016 IEEE).
beams at each transmitter and receiver.
At first, the behavior of the algorithm will be tested in simulation when noise is
absent. That will provide the opportunity to find a useful parameter set as a starting
point for further investigations and additionally will provide insight into the influence of
the individual parameters on the result. Fig. 5.2 shows the normalized gain as a function
of the number of iterations and the number of evaluations (beam-changes) per iteration.
The two subplots differ in the number of initial evaluations, which serve as input for the
black box algorithm. Initial evaluations can be seen as a very rough exhaustive search.
If using only three equidistant points (5.2a), the achievable performance in terms of the
achieved power of a beam pair increases if either the number of iterations or the number
of evaluated points per iteration m is increased. In contrast, if 24 initial evaluations are
used, the performance does not increase relevantly after four iterations. Near perfect
performance of 98 percent of normed gain can be achieved in this case. The total number
of evaluations (Neval,beam-changes) is calculated as
Neval = Ninit eval +Nexp points ·Nit, (5.6)
where Ninit eval is the number of initial evaluations, Nexp points is the number of expensive
points per iteration and Nit is the number of used iterations.
According to these simulations, the parameters are chosen to be Ninit eval = 24,
Nexp points = 4, Nit = 4 and thus a total number of evaluations of Neval = 40, which
is at 15.6% of the Btx · Brx = 256 beam-changes using exhaustive search. It should be
noted that 4 feedback signals are needed.
Now we measure the performance of the algorithm including the effect of noise. This
will be done in terms of achievable spectral efficiency [bit/s/Hz] compared to the best
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Figure 5.3: Spectral efficiency of exhaustive search (ES) and black-box based beam alignment algorithm
(BB) in dependence of the number of multipath components (Mp) for the proposed channel model. Monte
Carlo simulation over 2000 channel realizations. (Source: [KCF16] c⃝ 2016 IEEE).
achievable spectrum efficiency, defined as
R = log2
(︃
1 + Ptx
Ntx
(︂
wHw
)︂−1
wHHffHHHw
)︃
. (5.7)
The values of the SNR ∈ {−40 dB...20 dB} correspond to a distance of d ∈
(0.23 m...165 m) if the RF output power is assumed to be 5 dBm. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4
show the influence of the noise to the capacity. It shows that the algorithm proposed here
provides comparable performance in terms of possible spectral efficiency while using only
a fraction of the evaluations and the corresponding time. That is not only valid for a
line of sight scenario, but also using a channel with several multipath components, which
makes the optimization problem more difficult due to the existence of more local maxima
of the cost function.
A drawback of this approach is the complexity of the algorithm, which is a result of the
need for creating a metamodel in order to find promising regions for the maximization.
Therefore, we will solve the problem by using a simpler algorithm in the next section.
5.3 Gradient-Based Beam Alignment
Another possibility to solve the problem (5.2) is to use the gradient information of the
function. The proposed gradient-based beam alignment algorithm aims to reduce the
number of probings and is split into two phases. While the aim of the initial coarse
alignment is to identify the area of the optimization function where the function can be
regarded concave in the region of the global maximum, the goal of the fine alignment phase
is to increasingly enhance the receive power using different beam combinations, i.e. finding
the global maximum of the optimization function. The two stages of the algorithm require
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Figure 5.4: Spectral efficiency of exhaustive search (ES) and black-box based beam alignment algorithm
(BB) with N = 50 and nit = 4, 2, 1 respectively. (Source: [KCF16] c⃝ 2016 IEEE).
different codebooks. The initial search requires a codebook which is complete, meaning the
incoming wave can be received with at least the half power of the maximum receive power
of the beam pattern. The half power beamwidth (HPBW) is commonly approximated by
HPBW = π/N ; therefore we need a codebook with cardinality at least equal to the
number of antennas N . The fine alignment uses, in contrast, an over-complete codebook
with more beams than antennas, where the beams are overlapping. The property of this
codebook can be described by the overlap factor (OLF), defined as OLF = HPBW/∆φ.
The codebook for the initial search can be derived from the codebook of the fine search by
choosing every dth beam of the fine search codebook. Note that the beams of the codebook
can be distributed equidistantly by either wavenumber or angular domain. We use the
latter definition, in order to be compatible with the experimentation setup.
5.3.1 Initial Alignment
First, we apply an initial search by evaluating the beam combinations of every dtx transmit
and every drx receive beam of the respective codebooks, resulting in a codebook F̃init =
{fk, k = 0, dtx, 2dtx, ..., K − 1} of size Kinit = ⌊K/dtx⌋ for the transmitter and codebook
W̃init = {wl, l = 0, drx, 2drx, ..., L − 1} of size Linit = ⌊L/drx⌋ for the receiver. The result
of the initial beam alignment at iteration n = 0 is, based on the maximization problem
(5.2)
(︂
k̂0, l̂0
)︂
= arg max
fk∈F̃init
wl∈W̃init
J(k, l) . (5.8)
The result of the initial beam alignment gives a beam combination, which is located
close to the optimum beam pair, which gives the maximum receive power. The training
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time of the initial alignment phase can be given by the multiplication of the codebooks
sizes with the individual training time Tsignal of a beam pair
Tinit = Kinit · Linit · Tsignal. (5.9)
5.3.2 Fine Alignment
The goal of the fine alignment is to find the optimum beam pair, which gives the maximum
receive power. Based on the assumption that the current beam combination at iteration
n = 0 is located close to this optimum, we can use a gradient-based approach to achieve
the goal. The step is repeated for several iterations n until the abort criterion is reached.
Following the current beam pair combination at iteration n, adjacent beam combinations
kn ± 1 and ln ± 1 are evaluated. Thus the approximation of the local gradient is given by
∇̃J(k̂n, l̂n) =
[︄
∇̃Jtx(k̂n, l̂n)
∇̃Jrx(k̂n, l̂n)
]︄
=
⎡⎣J(k̂n+1,l̂n)−J(k̂n−1,l̂n)2∆φtx
J(k̂n,l̂n+1)−J(k̂n,l̂n−1)
2∆φrx
⎤⎦ . (5.10)
The formula of the approximate gradient is given by the difference quotient of each di-
mension. Motivated by the steepest descend approach we use the gradient information to
increase the receive power by choosing the new beam pair candidate of the codebook by
reducing the error φ̃txen and φ̃rxen to the next valid angles φtx and φrx corresponding to a
beam index ⎡⎣φtxk̂n+1
φrx
l̂n+1
⎤⎦ =
⎡⎣φtxk̂n
φrx
l̂n
⎤⎦+ µn∇̃J(k̂n, l̂n) −
[︄
φ̃txen
φ̃rxen
]︄
, (5.11)
where µn is the step size for iteration n. This is equivalent to choosing the nearest
valid φtx
k̂n+1
and φrx
l̂n+1
. The adjacent beam pair combinations k̂n+1 ±1 and l̂n+1 ±1 are now
evaluated and the fine alignment step is repeated. A stopping criterion is formulated by
bracketing a maximum value of the cost function between two smaller values
J(k̂n, l̂n) > J(k̂n ± 1, l̂n ± 1). (5.12)
A block diagram of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 5.5.
A complete description of the algorithm is given in Alg. 3.
The training time of the fine alignment stage is flexible and is given approximately
depending on the number of needed iterations Nit and the feedback time TFB of the control
channel
Tfine = Nit · (5 · Tsignal + TFB). (5.13)
In each iteration, 5 new beam pairs are evaluated, which are the new candidate and the
neighboring beam pairs. If some beam pairs are already evaluated they are skipped.
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Figure 5.5: Block diagram of gradient beam alignment algorithm.
input : ātarget, SNRassumed
output: beam combination k̂final, l̂final
1 A: Initial Alignment;
2 begin
3 evaluate all beam combinations of codebooks k ∈ F̃init, l ∈ W̃init;
4 (k0, l0) = arg max
k∈F̃init
l∈W̃init
J (k, l);
5 end
6 B: Fine Alignment for iteration n;
7 begin
8 evaluate adjacent beam combinations
{J(k̂n − 1, l̂n), J(k̂n + 1, l̂n), J(k̂n, l̂n − 1), J(k̂n, l̂n + 1)};
9 calculate gradient ∇̃J(kn, ln));
10 find step size parameter µn+1 ;
11 obtain (k̂n, l̂n) from (5.11);
12 stop if J(k̂n, l̂n) > J(k̂n + i, l̂n + j) i, j ∈ {−1, 1};
13 end
Algorithm 3: Gradient based beam alignment
5.4 Definition of the Initial Codebook
In this section, we focus on the problem of how to define the codebook for the initial
search F̃rf,init and W̃rf,init. As the beam width can not change, the entries of the initial
have to be part of the full codebook. For this reason, we define the codebooks by taking
every dTth or dRth entry of the full codebook, i.e. F̃rf,init = {fk, k = 0, dT, 2dT, .., K − 1}
and W̃rf,init = {wl, l = 0, dR, 2dR, .., L− 1}. Thus the problem is to find the distances dT
and dR, respectively. Without loss of generality, we restrict the problem to the receive
dimension in the following discussion by omitting the effect of transmit beamforming,
which means that the objective function J(k′, l) is dependent only from receive beam
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index l, by fixing k = k′. dR can be found in the same way.
Figure 5.6: One-dimensional objective function with one global and a smaller local peak. (Source:
[KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
We assume that two planar waves with power P1 > P2 are approaching the receive
array with Nrx antennas. Then, (5.1) reduces to y =
√
P1wHl a1 +
√
P2wHl a2 for the syn-
chronization case, and the objective function J(l) = |y(l)|2 can be obtained by evaluating
all entries of the full codebook W̃rf with angular difference ∆φR between main lobe direc-
tions of adjacent beams. From this equation, it can also be seen that in the area where the
effect of one wave will be dominant, the shape of the objective function follows the shape
of the beam pattern. Note that we assume here the full exploration (exhaustive search) of
the objective function to get an insight of the typical structure of the function J(l), while
the goal is to shrink the number of needed evaluations in the actual beam alignment algo-
rithm to a minimum. We use an over-complete codebook W̃rf with large overlap between
adjacent beam patterns. The overlap between adjacent beam patterns can be expressed
by using the HPBW of the beam patterns and the angular distance ∆φ between adjacent
beam patterns. We define the OLF as a measure of the over-completeness of the codebook
as
OLF = HPBW∆φ . (5.14)
Assuming the beam patterns shape to be identical, the cost function gives a sampled
version of the beam pattern for each path. For further investigations, we only focus on
main lobes and omit the side lobes for a moment, and assume the angular difference of the
two paths φA,1 and φA,2 is large enough, so that the beam pattern shapes or slopes do not
overlap until the noise level. An example for the one-dimensional cost function is given in
Fig. 5.6. The maximal receive power introduced by wave one is given by choosing receive
beam pattern kp,1 with J(lp,1) = Jp,1, giving the global maximum of the cost function. The
maximal receive power exited by wave two is given by choosing receive beam pattern kp,2
with J(lp,2) = Jp,2, resulting in a local maximum. If the result of the initial search gives
a beam pair around the global optimum, the slope of the beam pattern will cause the
gradient to find the global maximum. If, in contrast, the initial search result gives a beam
around the local optimum, the slope of the beam pattern will guide the gradient only to
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Figure 5.7: Approximation of the beam pattern function. The error of the approximation will increase
with rising φ0 as the beamwidth is widened, unrealistic small approximated beamwidth. As this is a
disadvantage for our investigation, it can be seen as worst case. (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
the local maximum of the objective function. In order to ensure that the global maximum
is found, we have to make sure that the initial search evaluates at least one beam pattern
where the shape of the peak caused by wave one is higher than the maximum value of the
cost function caused by wave two. The number of beam patterns in this area of the cost
function determines the distance dR we can allow. As described above, the area of the
objective function, which is defined by the influence of wave one, is given as a sampled
version of the beam pattern. The beam pattern for a linear array in power domain is given
by
g(φ− φl) =
sin2 (Nrxπ2 sinφ− sinφl)
sin2 (π2 sinφ− sinφl)
(5.15)
g(φ− φl)
(a)≈ A · e
−(φ−φl)
2
2σ2 , (5.16)
where (a) follows an approximation of mainlobe of the beam pattern by a Gaussian
function (Fig. 5.7). Parameter A can be easily found by investigating the maximum of
the pattern function
A = max gl(φ) = N2rx. (5.17)
The parameter σ can be obtained by evaluating the first zero of the beam pattern for
φl = 0 with constraint φ0 = 3σ
g(φ0) = 0 (5.18)
φ0 = arcsin
2
Nrx
(5.19)
s.t. φ0 = 3σ (5.20)
σ =
arcsin 2
Nrx
3 . (5.21)
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We choose σ = 1/3φ0 because the integral over the range of φ ∈ {−3σ, 3σ} contains
about 99.7% of the area of the Gaussian shaped function.
The condition that the area of the cost function J1 = {J(lp,1 − l∆), ..., J(lp,1 + l∆)}
has to be larger than the value J(lp,2) of the objective function caused by wave two leads
to the following relation
∀J ∈ J1 > J(lp,2) (5.22)
J(lp,1 + l∆) > J(lp,2) (5.23)
J(lp,1)
N2rx
g(φlp,1 + φl∆)
(b)
> J(lp,2) (5.24)
e
−
(︃
d
2
2∆φ2
2σ2
)︃
(c)
>
J(lp,2)
J(lp,1)
, (5.25)
with φ∆ is the angular difference between the main lobes and where (a) follows from the
fact that the shape of the maximum of the objective function equals the beam shape and
(b) follows from the fact that at least one point of the initial search must be contained in
J , i.e. 2l∆ = dRφ∆. After some calculations, by using the definition of the HPBW and
(5.14), dR is given by
dR <
2σ
∆φ
⌜⃓⃓⎷2 ln J(lp,1)
J(lp,2)
(5.26)
dR <
σNrx OLF
π
⌜⃓⃓⎷8 ln J(lp,1)
J(lp,2)
. (5.27)
These considerations give a closed form expression of the allowed distance dR depending
on the power of the two planar waves. As this parameter is also dependent on the design of
the full codebook W̃rf , it is not surprising that it is also dependent on the OLF. Note that
the number of additional waves with smaller power is independent in our considerations.
5.4.1 Effect of Side Lobes
Until now, we only regard the effect of the mainlobe to the objective function J . Side lobes
influence the shape of the function by producing smaller local maxima in addition to a
dominant maximum by the main lobes. Therefore, from the perspective of the objective
function, side lobes have the same effect as incoming waves with small power. Thus we
can model the effect of the side lobes by a shifted version of the beam pattern with smaller
power. For this reason an important usage of (5.27) comes with the investigations of the
effect of side lobes. In this case, the ratio between the global and local maximum of the
objective function J(lp,2)/J(lp,1) is fixed. To find an analytical solution for the first side-
maximum of (5.15) is not easy. For this reason, we follow the common approach [Bal05]
to approximate the maximum of the beam pattern function in (5.15) by assuming the
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numerator of the original gain function is maximized
sin
(︃
Nrxπ
2 sinφ
)︃2
= 1 (5.28)
Nrxπ
2 sinφ =
3
2π (5.29)
φ = arcsin 3
Nrx
(5.30)
gsidelobe =
1
sin (π/2 · sin (arcsin( 3
Nrx
)))2
(5.31)
Thus the ratio between the mainlobe and first side lobe gain is
J(lp,2)
J(lp,1)
= 1sin(π/2 · 3/Nrx)2 ·N2rx
. (5.32)
5.4.2 Expectation Value
If the ratio J(lp,1)
J(lp,2) is decreased, dR also has to be decreased (5.27). If the ratio becomes
too small, the distance has to be dR = 1, meaning the initial search is equal to exhaustive
search and no benefit in terms of decreasing the number of evaluations is reached. Never-
theless, the probability of finding the global maximum over different channel realizations
can be quite high using a larger dR. To give an understanding of the correct parametriza-
tion in these cases, we use the expectation value of the maximum of the objective function
over several channel realizations found by the algorithm (maximum of objective function
Jalg) compared to the global maximum of the objective function (maximum of the ob-
jective function Jmax). In contrast to the case above, we cannot ensure that the global
maximum is reached but we can control the probability that the global optimum is found.
Assume again a scenario where two planar waves with power P1 > P2 but P1 ≈ P2 are
hitting one array with Nrx antennas. Given a targeted expectation of the ratio over sev-
eral channel realizations E
{︂
Jalg
Jmax
}︂
< 1, the goal is to choose the distance parameter dR
in dependency of the OLF property of the codebook. We again assume no overlap and
assume the shape caused by the waves is symmetrical sampled by the beam patterns (Fig.
5.8). The expectation value of Jalg can be described using the probability of finding the
local or global maximum by
E {Jalg} =P (J(lp,1)) J(lp,1) + P (J(lp,2)) J(lp,2)
+ P
(︂
Nrxσ
2
n
)︂
Nrxσ
2
n,
(5.33)
where Nrxσ2n describes the noise level. Finding the local or global maximum is success-
ful if the maximum receive power of a beam initial search is located around the global
maximum one or local maximum two respectively, i.e. the power of the receive signal
has to be higher than the noise. In the following, we name the set of all beam patterns
probed for the initial search W̃rf,init and the resulting set of cost function values Jinit.
If the beam pattern which gives the local optimum is contained in the initial codebook
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Figure 5.8: One-dimensional objective function with one global and a local peak. 3 adjacent beams at
the top of the global maximum are higher than the local maximum. (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
i.e. (lp,2 ∈ W̃)rf,init (Fig. 5.8), the probability that the initial search finds a beam pattern
around the shape of the global maximum J1 = {J(lp,1 −m), ..., J(lp,1 +m)} is given by
P
(︂
Jalg = Jp,1|lp,2 ∈ W̃rf,init
)︂
= min
(︃2m0 + 1
dR
, 1
)︃
(5.34)
where m0 is the maximum index distance to lp,1, which gives a receive power value higher
than the local peak, i.e. J(lp,1−m0) > J(lp,2). Consequently, (2m0+1) gives the number of
beam patterns which give a receive power higher than J(lp,2). Thus the equation describes
the probability that at least one of the (2m0 +1) beam patterns is part of J1 and is limited
by one. The probability that lp,2 ∈ W̃rf,init is
P
(︂
lp,2 ∈ W̃rf,init
)︂
= 1
d
. (5.35)
Following this argumentation, we can calculate the probability that the initial search
finds a beam pattern around the global maximum under the assumption that not the
beam pattern lp,1 but at least one of the adjacent beam patterns is part of the initial
codebook
[︂
(lp,1 − 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂
∨
[︂
(lp,1 + 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂
as
P
(︂
Jalg = Jp,1|
[︂
(lp,2 ± 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂)︂
= min
(︃2m1 + 1
dR
, 1
)︃
. (5.36)
The probability that
[︂
(lp,1 − 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂
∨
[︂
(lp,1 + 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂
is
P
(︂[︂
(lp,1 − 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂
∨
[︂
(lp,1 + 1) ∈ W̃rf,init
]︂)︂
= 1 + dR | 2n1
dR
. (5.37)
where dR | 2n1 is one if d is divisor of 2n1, mi is the distance of peak one to the point,
which is higher the current point J(lp,2 + ni), where ni is the distance to local optimum
index lp,2. An example is given in Fig. 5.9.
Based on the assumption that the initial search evaluates points of the cost function,
which are n points away from local maximum J(lp,2), the maximum allowed distance to
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Figure 5.9: One-dimensional objective function with one global and a local peak. 5 adjacent beams
at the top the global maximum are higher than the power received by the pattern next to the local
maximum. (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
J(lp,1), which is m, can be calculated by using the approximation of the beam patterns
Jp,1
N2rx
g(m∆φ) > Jp,2
N2rx
g(n∆φ) . (5.38)
Using approximation in (5.15) we can write
m2∆φ2
2σ2 < ln
Jp,1
Jp,2
+ n
2∆φ2
2σ2 . (5.39)
Then we can isolate the maximal allowed distance m to the peak Jp,1
m <
σ
∆φ
⌜⃓⃓⎷2 ln Jp,1
Jp,2
+ n
2∆φ2
σ2
(5.40)
Using the notation of the OLF this equation equals to
m <
σNrxOLF
π
⌜⃓⃓⎷2 ln Jp,1
Jp,2
+ n
2π2
N2rxOLF
2σ2
(5.41)
m <
⌜⃓⃓⎷2σ2N2rxOLF 2
π2
ln Jp,1
Jp,2
+ n2. (5.42)
Thus the probability that the maximum received power of the initial search can be
calculated according to (5.33)
P (Jp,1) =
∑︂
n>nall
m(n)
min
(︃2ml + 1
d
, 1
)︃
min
(︄
1
d
+ 2nk | d
d
, 1
)︄
+ min
(︃2mall + 1
d
, 1
)︃
min
(︃2nall + 1
d
, 1
)︃ , (5.43)
where mall and nall are the maximal allowed distances to J(lp,1) and J(lp,2), which are
defined by the noise level. The maximum allowed distances mall and nall respectively can
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be defined by searching the intersection of the beam-shape with the noise level
Jp,1
N2rx
g(mall) = Nrxσ2n (5.44)
mall =
σ
∆φ
√︄
2 ln Jp,1
Nrxσ2n
. (5.45)
Again using the OLF in the terms, the maximum allowed distances to the peak are
mall =
σNrxOLF
π
√︄
2 ln Jp,1
Nrxσ2n
(5.46)
nall =
σNrxOLF
π
√︄
2 ln Jp,2
Nrxσ2n
. (5.47)
The expectation value can now be calculated according to (5.33) as
E {Jalg} =P (Jp,1) Jp,1
+
(︃
1 − P (Jp,1)
− P
(︂
Jalg = Nrxσ2n
)︂)︃
Jp,2
+ P
(︂
P = Nrxσ2n
)︂
Nrxσ
2
n
(5.48)
with the probability that the algorithm misses all peaks and Jalg equals to noise level is
P
(︂
Jalg = Nrxσ2n
)︂
=
(1 − min 2mall + 1
d
)(1 − min 2nall + 1
d
).
(5.49)
5.4.3 Step Size Parameter µ
We assume that no derivative information of the function values of the cost function is
available in order to determine the optimum step-size parameter µn. Instead, we use the
assumed concavity of the optimization function in an area around the maximum value
of the initial alignment. Thus the function can be approximated by a parabola. In each
iteration, we get three adjacent points of the objective function, which can be used to
determine the parameters of the approximating parabola. The step size parameter µn can
be set, by finding the maximum point of the approximation.
Defining the approximation of the optimization function in dimension k by fixing l = l′
J(k̂n) = a(φtxk̂n)
2 + bφtx
k̂n
+ c , (5.50)
parameters a, b and c can be calculated by using J(k̂n − 1, l̂n), J(k̂n, l̂n) and J(k̂n + 1, l̂n)
using standard linear algebra. The argument for the maximum value of J(k̂n) is given by
φtx
k̂max
= − b2a. (5.51)
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Figure 5.10: JalgJp,1 against OLF and
Jp,2
Jp,1
. The number of antennas is Nrx = 5, distances are dR = 4 and
dR = 6. (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
Thus the approximation of the optimal parameter µtx for the transmitter dimension can
be set to
µtx,n+1 =
φtx
k̂n+1
− φtx
k̂n
∇Jtx(k̂n, l̂n)
. (5.52)
The procedure is repeated for the receive dimension l, and the total step size parameter
µ is given by
µn+1 =
√︂
µ2tx + µ2rx. (5.53)
As in any iterative optimization function, a global maximum may be missed by using
a step size parameter µn, which is too large. That results in bracketing of the maximum
by two beam pair candidates. This situation can be determined by the fact that the result
of the cost function is falling instead of rising for increasing iteration steps
J(k̂n, l̂n) < J(k̂n−1, l̂n−1). (5.54)
Consequently, in such situations, we reduce the step size parameter
µn+1 =
µn
2 . (5.55)
In contrast, parameter µn could be too small to allow the beam pair candidate to change
at all. Therefore, we define a lower bound of the step size parameter by using the distances
of the mainlobe directions in the angular domain ∆φtx and ∆φrx
µmin =
⌜⃓⃓⎷ ∆φ2tx + ∆φ2rx
∇Jtx(kn, ln)2 + ∇Jrx(kn, ln)2
. (5.56)
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Figure 5.11: Relative receive power over distance. (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
5.5 Simulation Results
We now demonstrate the applicability of the system by simulation. We use the chan-
nel model introduced in (2.15) for a small cell scenario with Mp = 2 paths with a
complex Gaussian distributed amplitude and independently uniformly distributed AoAs
φA and AoDs and φD. The transmitter and receiver are assumed to have a linear ar-
ray of each Ntx = Nrx = 5 antenna elements. The defined codebooks with cardinality
|F̃rf | = |W̃rf | = 25, which are equidistant distributed in angular domain in the range
of φ ∈ {−π/3, ..., π/3} with angular distance of ∆φtx = ∆φrx = 5◦ have an OLF of
OLF ≈ 7. We need to know the maximum distance dR = dT for the initial search for the
given OLF. We want to be sure that the effect of the side lobes can be always neglected.
Based on (5.27) and (5.32), we can calculate J(kp,2)
J(kp,1) = 0.061 and thus dT\R < 7. For the
two paths we specify our system as follows. We want to allow a ratio of Ppeak2
Ppeak1
= 12 , and
an expectation value of E {Jalg/Jmax} = 0.97 for the given OLF. Therefore, we choose
dT\R = 4 as a larger distance result in a smaller expectation value (Fig. 5.10).
We compared the performance in three ways. First, the ratio Jgr/Jes compares the
received power given by the gradient search and exhaustive search for the same channel
realization. Fig. 5.11 shows that the proposed method achieves almost the same receive
power as exhaustive search with rising SNR, as a too large noise floor destroys the smooth
nature of the objective function, making the gradient information useless. The second
performance criterion is the ratio of beam pair evaluation, which is needed for algorithm
termination evgr/eves (Fig. 5.11). It shows that the gradient needs at most 7.2% of the
probing effort of the full exhaustive search. The third performance criterion, the achiev-
able normalized rate, is depicted in Fig. 5.12. Although the gradient algorithm achieves
significantly less receive power than the exhaustive search for very bad channel conditions,
it does not reflect in the achievable rate, as the channel is anyhow too bad to be used for
communications for the given system.
In summary, the results show that the proposed gradient-based algorithms achieve
almost the same performance in receive power and rate as ES for values reasonable SNR
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of normed achievable rate for exhaustive search (ES) and gradient based
algorithm (GR). (Source: [KCF17] c⃝ 2017 IEEE).
>-20 dB, where communication is meaningful. The disadvantage of little smaller average
achieved receive power is compensated by the advantage of only using about 7% of the
probing compared to the exhaustive search algorithm. However, this comes at the cost of
additional feedback.
5.6 Implementation
As the black box based algorithm for solving the beam alignment problem is too complex
for being implemented in a real-time computer using LabVIEW, we implemented the
promising gradient-based approach for usage in the testbed.
Exhaustive Search Implementation. The exhaustive search algorithm serves as a
baseline for performance comparison. Additionally, parts of it are also used for the gradient
algorithm in the initial search phase. The basic idea of the exhaustive search is to probe
all possible beam pair combinations between AP and UD and search for the one with the
best receive power.
Gradient-Based Beam alignment. A scheme of the implementation of the gradi-
ent algorithm is presented in Fig. 5.13. We reuse some code blocks from the exhaustive
search implementation for the initial search operation here, which covers not the com-
plete set but only a subset of beam combinations. The following steps presented in the
block diagram in Fig. 5.13 differ between the theoretical block diagram in Fig. 5.5 and
the practical implementation, because the gradient calculation and the scheduling of the
adjacent beams of the new candidate have to be performed in one radio frame. Therefore,
gradient calculation is shifted to implementation block two but refers to step three. The
gradient calculation will be skipped for the first iteration, where the current candidate is
determined by the initial search. In the following, we will summarize the individual steps
in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Sketch of gradient algorithm implementation blocks. Block 2 is skipped in the first iteration,
as the neighboring beams have to be probed first.
1. Initial search. To use the ES implementation for the gradient algorithm, a feature
has to be built in, to allow ”under-sampled exhaustive search”, which means that
just a part of all beam pair combinations is scheduled. The implementation consists
of two cases also called working modes. The ”create schedule” working mode creates
the beam-schedule to probe the necessary beam pair combination (depending on the
number of beams of the codebook and whether it is an under-sampled search or not).
After the pre-search is finished, which means that for each stage of the initial search
the ”create schedule” and the ”find best beam” phase have to be executed, the
result of the best beam pair of the under-sampled search is used as an input for the
”calculate gradient” block.
2. Calculate gradient. The ”calculate gradient” block is the core of the algorithm.
The most important code snippets will be discussed here. First, in order to calcu-
late the gradient, the values of the cost function Jn(φtx, φrx + ∆φrx), Jn(φtx, φrx −
∆φrx), Jn(φtx + ∆φtx, φrx), Jn(φtx − ∆φtx, φrx) are obtained from the internal array.
The second step is the termination criterion checking whether the gradient is zero
or negative, which is equivalent to the case that the neighboring beam-index com-
binations receive less power than the current one. If it is ensured that the stopping
criterion is not fulfilled, the gradient and the next candidate is calculated. After
the new beam pair candidate is determined, it is checked whether it is the same as
before. If this is the case, the parameter µn is not large enough and will be reset to
the minimum valid value. If the output beam indices are not equal to input beam
indices either (φtx,n ̸= φtxn+1, φrxn ̸= φrxn+1), the program will be shifted to the next
step, if the next value is not evaluated yet. If the value Jn(φtxn+1, φrxn+1) is already
evaluated, it is checked whether it is smaller than the current value. If this is the
case, then the maximum is likely to be jumped over and is in between the beam
indices of step n and (n+1). This effect is shown for a one-dimensional optimization
curve in Fig. 5.14.
3. Probe neighboring beam pair. The task of this VI is to probe neighboring beams
of the new determined candidate beam index in order to calculate the gradient in
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Figure 5.14: Example where a large parameter µn causes mismatch.
(a) 1 - Undersampled initial search. (b) 2 - Gradient calculation.
(c) 3 - Candidate probing and gradient cal-
culation.
(d) 4 - 2nd candidate and termination.
Figure 5.15: Individual steps of the gradient beam alignment method. Screenshot from actual LabVIEW
implementation.
the next RF iteration. If the candidate is at the border of the available beams, the
candidate beam is used instead for gradient calculation.
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5.7 Experimental Validation
In order to test the practicability of the proposed algorithm, we compared simulation
and experiments by using the algorithm. Unfortunately, the frame structure does not
allow to use adaptive probing intervals for one beam-combination as discussed in chapter
3, therefore we used a training signal of 512 samples in the simulation to adapt to the
requirements of the implementation.
5.7.1 Simulation Parameters
The simulation was performed using a Matlab reference implementation. The parameters
were chosen to match the requirements of the experimental setup in order to be able to
compare the results (Tab. 4.1). The transmitter and receiver are assumed to have a linear
array of each Ntx = Nrx = 5 antenna elements. We use the channel model introduced in
(2.15). We assume to have L = 2 paths with a complex Gaussian distributed amplitude
and independently uniformly distributed AoA φA and AoD φD. We use simulated beam
patterns with angular distance of ∆φtx = ∆φrx = 5◦. Assuming a transmit power of
Ptx = 16 dBm as in the experiment and thermal noise based on the bandwidth of B = 750
MHz, the simulation is performed for different distances and corresponding path losses.
Furthermore, a pseudo-noise sequence with 512 samples was used to achieve an estimate
of the receive power level in order to be compatible with the proposed frame structure.
5.7.2 Test Results
The experiments were performed on an indoor scenario for different distances, where one
wall with windows served as a reflector of a secondary NLOS path additionally to the
LOS path (Fig. 5.17). While the main direction of the AP and UD face each other, the
direction of the antenna array of the UD was shifted with respect to the normal direction
to −45◦,−20◦, 0◦, 20◦, 45◦. That slightly changed the effect of the secondary path to the
channel so that the algorithm could be tested with various channel conditions. In contrast,
the simulation was performed using random AoAs, AoDs and path strengths.
As before, the performance criterion of the algorithm was chosen to be the received
power gained by the beam combination of the gradient-based algorithm compared to the
received power achieved by the solution of the exhaustive search Prel = PgrPes . Additionally,
the number of beam pair evaluations the algorithm needs in order to finish of the proposed
algorithm compared to the exhaustive search evrel = evgreves was used as complexity criterion.
The experimental setup is depicted in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18.
Fig. 5.16 shows the result in terms of relative receive power and relative number
of iterations for the gradient beam alignment procedure of both the experiments and the
simulations. The relative receive power for the simulated channel is almost constant about
98% of normalized gain, which is in line with the simulations performed in Fig. 5.11. In
contrast, the achieved relative gain of the experiment varies in dependency of the direction
of the receiver and the distance. The reason for this that a rotation and movement of the
receiver shifts the relative position of the scatterers with respect to the receiver and thus
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Figure 5.16: Achieved gain and evaluation numbers of proposed beam alignment compared to exhaustive
search. (Source: [KRCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
experiences a new channel realization, which could have different properties. For example,
a strong secondary path caused by one reflection of the glass may have an impact on the
performance of the algorithm, as it may stop at a local optimum. Another issue is that the
beam patterns significantly vary from the ideal shape. Especially the increased side lobe
level has a significant influence on the gradient-based optimization approach as had been
discussed in Section 4.3.1. Still, the relative power in the experiments is mostly higher
than 90%.
The number of evaluations for the simulation is around 8% of the evaluations needed
by the exhaustive search. The number of evaluations for the beam alignment varies in the
experiment but is in the same region (6% to 9% of the exhaustive search evaluations) as the
result for the simulation. This result shows that the gradient has to take an approximately
constant number of iterations to find a local or global optimum and the algorithm behaves
stably.
The experiments could be only performed up to a distance of 5 m, as a control channel
was needed for the feedback. This control channel was realized using the mmW link
utilizing one receive antenna to avoid a complicated beam alignment procedure. Due to
the lack of directionality for the control link, the increase of distance beyond 5 m caused
unreliable feedback and synchronization between the transmitter and receiver. This effect,
however, is more related to the actual realization of the control feedback channel in the
demonstrator than to the design of the algorithm.
Summarizing, the results show the trend that the performance of the experiments
and the simulations are comparable and thus the algorithm is applicable in practice. The
reason in the deviation can be explained mainly by the non-ideal beam patterns with
higher side lobes. Nonetheless, the results prove that the algorithm is able to work even
under non-ideal conditions.
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Figure 5.18: Experimentation setup picture. The potential of window reflection is visible. (Source:
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5.8 Summary
Aligning the beams in a time efficient way is crucial in high-frequency point-to-point com-
munications systems. Using ABF in combination with a fixed codebook for the transmitter
of size K and L respectively, the possibilities of creating efficient algorithms is limited.
The commonly used ES algorithm uses K · L probing slots, increasing with the square of
the size of the array and thus with the cardinality of the codebooks. As large arrays are
needed to cope with the large path loss especially for future outdoor cellular applications,
we presented two beam alignment algorithms to decrease the number of probing slots
needed to find the best beam pair. The first algorithm uses the mathematical concepts
of black-box optimization to determine the optimum of the function. It shows that the
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spectral efficiency of the ES algorithm can be almost approached by using about 15.6%
of the training compared to ES and four feedbacks in our example. The performance-to-
evaluation ratio can be adapted by adjusting various parameters. However, this algorithm
is too complicated to be implemented. The second algorithm is based on finding the ap-
propriate region of the cost function J(k, l) around the global maximum and then uses
obtained gradient information to reach the global maximum. Simulations show that, if
adequately parametrized, only about 7.2% of pilot slots have to be probed compared to
ES, by still achieving similar spectral efficiency. However, the application of this algorithm
is limited to a small number of MPCs and a considerable overlap of the beam patterns
in order to determine the region of interest of the function reliably. This algorithm was
also implemented in the testbed. The theoretical performance could be verified in general
also in the experimental test over several channel realizations resulting of the rotation
of the array, although the impairments on the beam patterns caused a decrease of the
performance in some cases.
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Chapter 6
Beam Tracking for Millimeter Wave
Systems
In contrast to static communications, the support of mobility is only given if beams of
the AP and UD are continuously adapted in such a way that the connection is stable
also under mobility. Few works for tracking are already available in the literature. The
beam tracking algorithm developed in [PDW17] uses omni-directional transmission and
a HBF system scheme. Also [HKG+14] uses HBF. Omni-directional transmission limits
the maximal distance of reception by the high path loss, while HBF is complex to realize
due to the use of several RF chains. The works [ZGF16], [JMCK17] and [VVH16] employ
ABF with one RF chain using a Kalman filter approach. However, also the perfect access
to phases of the individual antenna elements is quite complex to realize. A system with
a simpler ABF structure with a given codebook is presented in [HPR+15], which uses an
algorithm to probe adjacent beams.
Consequently, most mmW beam tracking experiments described in literature rely
also on this simple system design. Experiments for the 28 GHz regime have been done
in [OOA+15, OIA+16], investigating a HBF system with a simple exhaustive search like
tracking algorithm in outdoor scenarios. Notable experimental results for cellular-type
application using the 70 GHz band were shown in [IKS+15b,IKO+15,YIS+16,IYK+17] fo-
cusing on realistic closed-loop SC communication using one-sided search. While [IKS+15b]
describes simple beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms of the system and shows
the general applicability of the concept, [IKO+15] explores properties of the channel of
an indoor shielded environment by comparing to an anechoic chamber, claiming that it
is sufficient to track adjacent beams for dominant LoS connections. Experiments in LoS
outdoor environments were conducted in [YIS+16] showing a system which is capable of
dealing with higher velocities. Within these papers, the tracking problem is reduced to
a dominant LoS channel in simple environments. Experiments in more complex settings
were performed in [IYK+17], first showing a result in a NLoS environment. However, the
algorithm was not changed due to the good-natured channel, which did not require fast
switched beam changes. Throughout the experiments, the tracks investigated were mainly
simple lines without curves.
This chapter motivates the need for an extension to a simple codebook based beam
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tracking algorithm. The investigations show that even in ill-conditioned NLoS channels
good performance can be achieved by the proposed scheme, and experiments with a mobile
UD show the feasibility of the algorithm in real-world applications and its robustness to
impairments.
6.1 Tracking Algorithm
The main optimization criterion of the tracking algorithm is to maximize the level of
power or increase the power level compared to the last channel block. Like in [OOA+15]
this goal is achieved by searching a set of promising beam pair combinations. In contrast
to the paper above, we do not only consider the adjacent beam pairs of the current
candidate, but also a regular grid of beam pair combinations. Mathematically speaking,
the procedure is
(k, l)n+1 = arg max
fk∈F̃n
wl∈W̃n
|y(k, l)|2, (6.1)
for finding the maximum of all probed beam pairs. For a typical movement, the neigh-
boring beam pairs of the current optimum beam pair are good candidates to search.
Additionally, due to the dominant effect of shadowing and the limited diffraction effect
at mmW frequencies together with the usage of high directive beams, it is likely that the
path corresponding to the best beam pair is blocked or the connection quality is degraded
at some time. In order to search for new paths, which may occur to the usage of scattering
objects, we additionally probe the other beam pairs in a regular shape. We use every dth
transmit and receive beam pair for each channel block, resulting in probing a grid of beam
pair combinations. While d stays constant the adjacent transmit and receive beams are
used for probing at the following channel block. Thus, all beam pair combinations are
probed in d2 channel blocks. The set of beam candidates at channel block n is given as
F̃n = fk|k =
{︃
nmodf , nmodf + d, nmodf + 2d, ..., nmodf +
(︃⌊︃
K − nmodf − 1
d
⌋︃)︃
· d
}︃
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
grid
∪ {kn − 1, kn, kn + 1}⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
neighboring beams
(6.2)
W̃n = wl|l =
{︃
nmodw , nmodw + d, nmodw + 2d, ..., nmodw +
(︃⌊︃
L− nmodw − 1
d
⌋︃)︃
· d
}︃
∪{ln − 1, ln, ln + 1} ,
(6.3)
where d defines the coarseness of the evaluated grid and has to be smaller than K and
L and nmodf = n mod d and nmodw = ⌊nd mod d⌋. We use d = 4 like in the last chapter.
In summary, the algorithm enables reliable NLOS communication with mobility. Con-
tour figures of an exemplary channel realization are shown in Fig. 6.1.
In order to prove the applicability of the simple algorithm, we performed simula-
tions by using the time-varying channel model presented in Sec. 2.2. If not stated oth-
erwise, the same parameters as for the experimentation setup are used (Tab. 4.1). Like
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Figure 6.1: Contour plots of receive power for 2 subsequent channel realizations for d = 4. (Source:
[KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
in the experimentation setup, we assume a system with Ntx = Nrx = 5 antenna ele-
ments and K = L = 25 beam pattern uniformly angularly distributed in a scan range
of −60◦, .., φ, ..., 60◦. We assume a speed of the UD of v = 3km/h and the coarseness of
d = 4 beams of the grid. The mean distance between AP and UD is 10m. The channel
block time is 1 ms. The channel is assumed to have Mp = 2 multi-path components. In
order to test the efficiency of the algorithm, we compare the data rate of a system, which
would always use the best beam pair combination, with the data-rate achieved with the
proposed tracking algorithm. Fig. 6.2 shows the results. It can be seen that the deviation
between the perfect solution and our approach is marginal while tracking without grid
loses about 15% performance due to blocking in this scenario.
6.2 Implementation
The implementation restrictions are mainly the same as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. However, another effect is that the design and particularly the duration of the radio
frame has a significant influence on the tracking capabilities. Additionally, the delay time
between scheduling the desired beam indices and actually probing them also affects the
overall reaction time, and therefore performance losses are expected. The implementation
of the beam tracking algorithms is carried out within the same framework as the imple-
mentation of the alignment algorithms. For this reason, only the implementation of the
actual beam tracking algorithms has to be discussed here.
The main beam tracking VI contains all relevant functions in order to realize the
beam tracking algorithm described above. A sketch of a block diagram and a data flow
diagram can be seen in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. According to the restrictions and
realistic assumptions, the implementation of the algorithm has been extended in some
details. At first, the maximum receive power of any probed beam combination (by using
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Figure 6.2: Simulation of achievable rate for perfect channel knowledge, probing neighboring beams and
neighboring beams with grid (proposed). (Source: [KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
the newest measurements) is determined. In the initial step, this equals to the outcome
of the beam alignment algorithm. The received power is compared to the one obtained
in the last radio frame and is changed if the receive power difference exceeds a certain
amount. It is also checked whether the received power allows minimal communication or
whether the beam alignment has to be restarted. If this condition is fulfilled, a schedule
for probing all adjacent beams is created. Additionally, this schedule is combined with a
schedule which probes a subset of all possible beam combinations in such a way that all
beam combinations are probed after a certain number of radio frames (exhaustive search
over several radio frames). That ensures that also hidden paths are discovered.
These schedules are then combined and serve as a basis for the tracking algorithm in
future radio frames. These steps are described in detail below.
1. Tracking check values. The tracking check VIs purpose is to obtain the maximum
SNR of all valid beam combinations which are already measured. Therefore, the
arrays are used to store the status of the beam pairs. One array contains the infor-
mation of which beam indices are already probed at all, another array contains the
actual received power values, and a third structure contains the information of the
radio frame at which the beam indices are scheduled. In order to use only valid and
current measurements, only the indices of the arrays whose index is valid and where
the radio frame on which it was scheduled not too old compared to a maximum
delay constant are used for finding the maximum receive power.
2. Schedule adjacent beams. Schedules neighboring beam indices of the current beam
combination index. If the beam indices are out of the range of possible beam indices,
they are skipped.
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Figure 6.4: Data flow diagram of the tracking implementation.
3. Tracking exhaustive search. It has the purpose to schedule all possible beam com-
binations in a certain time frame. Therefore, an adapted version of the exhaustive
search is used where only a subset of beam pairs according to a regular grid is
probed. This method ensures that a second multipath component could be detected
with high probability in a reasonable time and increases robustness to blockage as
reasonable data is always available to exploit major changes in the characteristics
of the channel. The density of the points (coarseness of the grid) can be set by a
parameter.
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6.3 Experimental Verification
We performed a mobility experiment with static AP and mobile UD using a robot. The
robot followed a circular track with a velocity of about 0.8 km/h (Fig. 6.5). As it was
an indoor experiment, it was possible to model the effect of a LoS and NLoS connection
and also the blockage of paths. The antenna was mounted at the rear of the robot and
pointing in the opposite direction than the movement was performed (Fig. 6.6). The track
started at the closest point towards the AP (position A at Fig. 6.5).
Ray-tracing Channel Model. In order to compare the measurements with simula-
tions, we created a ray tracing model of the experimentation track. The main parameters
are discussed in Sec. 2.2. We remodeled the room for the experiment, modeled the strength
for each MPC for each point of the track received by the UD and simulated the received
power of the array with five antenna elements, assuming the relative permittivity of gran-
ite given in Tab. 2.1 for the walls. The goal is twofold. First, we want to evaluate how
precisely the modeling can be considered and whether the beam tracing algorithm misses
some points. Second, the model gives insight into the change of the dominant paths over
time and the effect of NLOS to the beam tracking algorithm. Fig. 6.7 shows the simulated
setup.
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Figure 6.6: UE with robot. (Source: [KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
Figure 6.7: Ray tracing simulation. The red dots represent the track of the UE, while the other colors
represent different MPCs. (Source: [KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
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Experimental Results. Measurements for the instantaneous transmit and receive
beam of both devices and the corresponding DL transmission are depicted in Figs. 6.8-
6.10 for both the measurements (beam tracking algorithm) and the ray tracing simulation
(exhaustive search). As the automatic gain control (AGC) had to be used in the measure-
ment device, absolute receive power values are not a meaningful performance measure of
the quality of the link. Therefore, we use the throughput as performance measure.
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Figure 6.8: Measurements of throughput compared with the gain of the ray racing simulation. (Source:
[KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
The transmit beams have better characteristics than the receive beams due to lower
side lobes. Thus the transmit beam number reflects the AoD quite well while larger errors
are assumed for the linking between receive beam index and AoA. The large side lobes can
cause fast changes for the receive beam index corresponding to the highest receive power.
At the beginning of the measurement, the UD has LoS connection to the AP (position
A in Fig 6.5). It chooses a beam with maximum deviation to the normal direction of the
UD array. When the UD is driving to position C it changes the beam to the other side,
meaning the beams are switching from beam 25 (φA = 60◦) to beam 1 (φA = −60◦),
which can be seen in Fig. 6.10 from 0s to 20s. Meanwhile, the AP beam is just changed
slightly, as the angle change from its point of view is not high (Fig. 6.9). At the movement
from position A to C the LoS connection ensures high throughput (Fig. 6.8).
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Figure 6.9: Measurements of the chosen AP beam compared with ray racing simulation. (Source:
[KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
After 20s, the robot is going into the NLOS dominated part of the room (position C).
Thus a new path has to be considered, and still, a connection can be established. However,
the plaster wall only provides very weak reflection, so that only limited throughput can be
achieved in the time interval from 20s to 40s, while control signaling is still possible. It is
interesting that the communication can automatically detect and exploit a metal part in
the wall, where the reflection coefficient and the resulting throughput significantly rises.
As the dominant path is reflected mostly from the wall opposing the AP, the same linear
decrease in the UD beam number can be seen, which is interfered by other reflections
in the latter part of the NLoS path. The throughput rises when entering the LoS region
again. It is noted that the path gets blocked, or new paths are created several times in
this circular track, even with limited numbers of reflectors. Thus, we may conclude that
the grid in the algorithm is mandatory. It is also shown that reliable communication is
also possible with mobility under NLoS cases although the data transmission is severely
limited there. The result of the experiments also give insight into possible use cases in
street canyon environments if the relation between beam-angle and wall-distance remains
the same and as not many scatterers are existent in this indoor scenario. The comparison
of the beam tracking measurements and the ray tracing model suggest the conclusion
that the simple algorithm is sufficient to solve the tracking problem for moderate speeds
of the UD even in a NLOS scenario with blockage. Some variations of the simulated and
the measured UD beam indices may originate from a higher reflection coefficient of the
plaster wall than assumed by the simulation.
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Figure 6.10: Measurements of the chosen UD beam compared with ray racing simulation. (Source:
[KCF18] c⃝ 2018 IEEE).
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, a simple but effective tracking mechanism motivated by simulation was
developed. In addition, it was shown to work experimentally with a real-time mmW sys-
tem. The experimental validation showed that a connection between the AP and UD can
be maintained even under NLoS connections and mobility of the UD while throughput is
limited due to the lack of effective scatterers.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
In this thesis, we presented and investigated strategies for practical analog beamforming
(ABF) systems to cope with a directional transmission. Due to the high path loss, the
use of high gain antennas is mandatory in millimeter wave (mmW) cellular systems. We
presented methods for optimizing the training length and for effective and robust beam
alignment and beam tracking algorithms. Furthermore, we investigated the influence of the
training length to the performance of the beam selection. Additionally, we experimentally
demonstrated algorithms in static and mobile scenarios. The work was published partly
in [KCF18,KRCF18,KCF17,KCF16]. The contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:
◃ We started with an investigation on the millimeter wave (mmW) channel and deduced
several channel models. We introduced ABF as a promising low-complex architecture
for simple mmW applications.
◃ Interpreting the beam alignment problem as an M-ary hypothesis test, mathematical
expressions using the Q-functions of the probability of error for missing the best beam
pair can be derived, given CSI knowledge.
◃ Without full channel state information (CSI) knowledge, composite testing allows us-
ing maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of the radio channel properties to derive the
selection probability. The normalized amplitude was found to be a more suitable per-
formance measure.
◃ Based on this theoretical approach, two adaptive algorithms have been proposed to
define the training signal length effectively, in order to reach a predefined targeted
normalized amplitude. The algorithms’ performance was demonstrated by simulation.
◃ Black-box algorithms are suitable tools to cope with non-convex optimization prob-
lems. Therefore they can be used for the beam alignment problem in the context of
codebook based ABF systems. Using a specific black box approach, the mode pursuing
sampling method for a discrete variable space (D-MPS), a beam alignment algorithm
was proposed. It was shown to be effective by using only 15.6% of the training slots of
that of conventional exhaustive search (ES) at the cost of several additional feedbacks.
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◃ In addition, a gradient-based beam alignment algorithm was proposed for codebook-
based ABF systems with low complexity. When the parameters of the algorithms are
chosen suitably according to the channel properties, it was found to be effective for
angular sparse channels. Experiments could validate the superiority of this algorithm
by reducing the probing overhead to 8% of that of ES plus feedback.
◃ A low-complexity tracking algorithm was developed and experimentally verified despite
serious impairments of the measured beam patterns.
◃ The comparison between ray-tracing simulations and experimental measurements
shows that the channel can be accurately modeled by using quasi-optical laws and
solely taking into account first order reflections.
7.1 Future Works
The experimental part of this work was limited to an ABF system. With the help of
advanced hybrid beamforming (HBF) systems, more sophisticated channel estimation
and precoding algorithms could be examined for practical applicability. Additionally, the
following problems may be worth to be considered in future research:
◃ The role of mmW impairments like enhanced phase noise and antenna imperfections are
rarely considered in the literature yet. Specifically, the impact of these impairments
on beam alignment and beam tracking algorithms is an important topic for future
commercial devices. A detailed investigation of this topic was not possible in this
thesis due to the complex nature of the real-time demonstrator.
◃ The fact that the connection can only be established after successful beam alignment
makes it necessary to rely on a secondary, non mmW link for certain applications. The
interaction between the mmW link and a traditional cellular link is an interesting and
important topic.
◃ This thesis limits the experimental validation to indoor environments due to constraints
of the testbed. Beam alignment and beam tracking have to be verified in typical outdoor
scenarios in the context of cellular applications.
Appendix A
Derivation of the Selection
Probability of the M-ary Hypothesis
Test
We can write the detection event P
(︂
z̄m = maxi∈{1...M}\m z̄i
)︂
as an intersection of the
sub-events Ei = z̄m > z̄i
Pms = P
(︄
z̄m = max
i∈{1...M}\m
z̄i
)︄
= P
⎛⎜⎝ ⋂︂
i∈{1...M}\m
z̄m > z̄i⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Ei
⎞⎟⎠ . (A.1)
All the events have to be fulfilled at the same time. As each signal z̄i is Gaussian dis-
tributed and thus also the difference of two signals is Gaussian, we can write the detection
probability as an integral over a multivariate normal distribution with M − 1 dimensions
with z̄d = [z̄m − z̄1, ..., z̄m − z̄i, ..., z̄m − z̄M ]T , where we use the differences of the individ-
ual signals and constant bounds for the integral
P
⎛⎝ ⋂︂
i∈{1...M}\m
z̄m − z̄i > 0
⎞⎠ =
∞∫︂
z̄m−z̄1=0
...
∞∫︂
z̄m−z̄M =0
fz̄d(z̄d)dz̄d, fz̄d(z̄d) ∼ NM (µ,Σ) (A.2)
with :
µ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
µm1
...
µmM
⎤⎥⎥⎦ Σ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
2σ̄2 ... σ̄2
... ... ...
σ̄2 ... 2σ̄2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
However, the sub-events Ei and the difference of the signals z̄m − z̄i are not independent
and therefore the integral can not be simplified. If we use the individual and independent
signals z̄i as integration variables instead, we have to use the integration variable z̄m as
bound with z̄ = [z̄1, , ...z̄i, ...z̄M ]T
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P
⎛⎝ ⋂︂
i∈{1...M}\m
z̄m > z̄i
⎞⎠ (A.3)
=
∞∫︂
−∞
...
z̄m∫︂
−∞
fz̄(z̄)dz̄, fz̄(z̄) ∼ NM (µ,Σ) (A.4)
µ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
µm
...
µi
⎤⎥⎥⎦ Σ = σ̄2I (A.5)
In this way, using the decoupling of the multivariate normal distribution into a prod-
uct of M independent normal distributions, we can use the Q function to simplify the
representation. This leads to
Pms =
∞∫︂
−∞
1√
2πσ̄2
e
−(z̄m−µm)2
2σ̄2 · (A.6)
∏︂
i∈{1...M}\m
z̄m∫︂
−∞
1√
2πσ̄2
e
−(z̄m−µi)
2
2σ̄2 dz̄i
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
(1−Q( z̄m−µiσ̄ ))
dz̄m (A.7)
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